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, ̂  Abstract

Analytical beam optics deals with the basic properties of the magnetic modules which
compose particle accelerators in the same way as light optics was developed for telescopes,
microscopes, or other instruments. The difference between photon and charged-particle optics
lies in the nature of the field which acts upon the particle. The magnets of accelerators do not
have the rotational symmetry of glass lenses and the computational problems are much more
difficult. For this reason, the symbolic program BeamOptics has been written to assist the user
in finding the parameters of systems whose complexity is better treated by computer than by
hand. Symbolic results may be hard to interpret. Thin-lens models have been adopted because
their description is algebraic and emphasis has been put on the existence of solutions, the
number of solutions, and simple yet unknown special schemes. The program can also be
applied to real machines with long elements. In that case, it works with numerical data but the
results are accessible through continuous functions which provide the machine parameters at
arbitrary positions along the reference orbit. The code is organized to be implemented in
accelerator controls and has functions to correct all the first-order perturbations using a
universal procedure.

NEXT PAGE(S)
left BLANK



Preface

For centuries optics has been a fully analytic science. This is true for light and charged-particle
optics as long as the focusing elements have a rotational symmetry. Magnetic alternating-
gradient structures opened new realms in optics, but at the expense of a loss of analytic
description for most devices with the exception of the FODO cell and its variants. The reason
for this increased complexity lies in the special symmetries of the magnetic fields, in the fact
that focusing in one plane means defocusing in the other plane, and that overall focusing is
obtained with at least two elements. Moreover, classical optics deals with ray tracing whilst
particle optics is better described by the beam envelope than by individual rays. To cope with
this situation, a number of numerical codes with internal optimization procedures have been
written. However, as stated by K. Brown in his introduction to TRANSPORT [1], they are
"superb at solving the mathematics of the problem but not the physics".

The alternative proposed with BeamOptics consists of restoring the analytic description by
using symbolic computing which has been invented precisely to do by computer the
calculations that are intractable by hand. It would be naive to think that symbolic computing is
a universal panacea. Limitations may appear in the management of the memory space, in the
computing time, and in the interpretation of the output. It is nevertheless useful to study
modules for which the number of variables is equal to the number of constraints. The problem
is then deterministic and amenable to exact solutions.

BeamOptics has all the functions to describe a machine (Chapter 1) in terms of drift spaces,
bending magnets, and quadrupoles. The present version does not support non-linear fields. The
functions for the geometry of a transfer line or of a circular machine are presented in
Chapter 2. Chapter 3 is dedicated to ray tracing and contains also the properties of the
synchrotron radiation which are related to the curvature of the particle trajectory. Chapter 4
deals with the beam envelope; the formalism of the ^-function is introduced and the effect on
beam emittance of some non-conservative phenomena such as synchrotron radiation and intra-
beam scattering are discussed. Chapter 5 is the core of a theory of geometric beam optics; it
presents a variety of modules used for periodic cells, betatron matching, or orbit manipulation;
many of the properties reported in this chapter cannot be found in the classical text books or
courses on particle optics.

The program is designed not only for theoretical machine design but also for the operation of
existing machines as well. It can thus be linked to databases, application programs, and
algorithms [2]. The functions of beam correction are developed within the framework of first-
order perturbations (Chapter 6).

The program is based on Mathematica and on Geometrica for those functions which produce a
geometric representation. Although it is not a prerequisite to know these programs to get useful
results from BeamOptics, one should know the mechanisms of list processing and functional



programming to navigate easily in BeamOptics. For this reason, some elements of the
Mathematica language [3] are recalled in the Appendix.

Such a program can never claim to cope with all possible needs. It has been designed primarily
for analytic machine design and first-order perturbations. Even within this field, it is realized
that new developments will occur such as the creation of multipole lenses, new optical
modules, the automatic elaboration of modules made of finite length elements, or the link with
optimized numerical routines like MAD [4] for fast correction of very large machines.

The program has benefited greatly from users' feedback. In this respect, the authors are very
grateful to V. Ducas for his contribution to the survey functions, to L. Giulicci for advanced
functions in beam line manipulation, to A. Jansson for his thorough tests of 3D transfer lines,
to E. Metral for his tests on the CPS which led to a deep revision of the recursive algorithms
used in early versions, and to J. Schinzel and M. Lindroos for large-scale applications implying
a database. The authors also wish to thank P. Bryant, J. Jowett, E. Keil, D. Mohl, J.-P. Quesnel,
D. Simon, D. Warner and E. J. N. Wilson for their critical reading of the manuscript.
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Chapter 1

Describing a machine

This chapter is a general introduction to the language of the BeamOptics program which may
be used for analytical and numerical calculations of beam optics and graphical representation
of such properties as a particle trajectory or a beam envelope. Each element of an optical
structure is considered as an object characterized by an operator acting on a sequence of
arguments enclosed between square brackets. The general syntax and spelling conventions are
those of Mathematica. There are three basic objects: the drift space, the quadrupole, and the
bending magnet. All of them can be assembled according to a prescribed topology to make an
optical system.

1.1 Drift space

A drift space is a region without magnetic field. The operator is SS, it stands for 'straight
section' and acts upon a single argument, the drift length.

SS[I] is a drift space of length / in metres.

The examples show how to define a simple drift space of length 1 and two drift spaces 5'1 and s2

of respective lengths 1 and 2 using the attribute Listable of SS.

In[ll: =
s=SS[l]

In[2] : =
{sl,s2}=SS[{l,2}]

Outfl] :
SS[1]

Out[2]:

{SSIU,

=

-

SS[2]}

1.2 Upright quadrupole

An upright quadrupole is made of four poles of alternating sign located at Ttl4, 3n/4, 57Z/4 and
17T/4. The angles are measured with respect to the mid-plane of the magnet which precedes it in
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the optical structure. If there is no bending magnet, the horizontal plane is taken as a reference.
A quadrupole produces a field which varies linearly with the transverse coordinate and starts
from 0 at the centre. By analogy with light optics, a quadrupole may be a thin lens defined by
its focal length. A real quadrupole is defined by its length and its focusing strength k (see
Chapter 2). The operator of such a quadrupole is always Q whether it acts on one or two
arguments.

Q[f] is a quadrupole of focal length /, in metres, positive for a focusing quadrupole and
negative for a defocusing quadrupole.
Q[l,k] is a quadrupole of length I, in metres, and focusing strength k, in m~2, positive for a
focusing quadrupole and negative for a defocusing quadrupole.

The examples show a focusing lens and two quadrupoles of same length but different focusing
strengths where the second axiom of Listable is used.

q=Q[.3]

In[2]:=

Out[l]:=
Q [ . 3 ]

Out[2]:=

. , .1] , , . 2 ] }

1.3 Bending magnet

A bending magnet may be a simple dipole inside which the field is constant or a combined-
function magnet whose field varies linearly with the transverse coordinate, in that case it can be
considered as a displaced quadrupole. As will be seen in Chapter 3, the orientation of the end
faces is quite important (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1: Sector and rectangular magnets of same deflection angle.



1.3 Bending magnet

The reference bending magnet in BearnOptics is the sector magnet whose end faces are
perpendicular to the reference trajectory (defined in the introduction of Chapter 2). For this
reason, the length of a bending magnet is always, by convention, the arc length. When the end
faces are parallel and make an angle equal to half the deflection angle, the magnet is
rectangular. Lastly, the end faces may have an arbitrary orientation. The operator of a bending
magnet is Bend and can be applied to thin or long magnets. A thin bend is a rectangular dipole
of infinitely small length and finite deflection angle. The orientation of the end faces is
specified with the optional argument Edge. The field may be tilted with respect to the
longitudinal axis, this is the object of the option Tilt.

Bend[<j)] is a thin bending magnet of deflection angle ij> in radians.
Bend[l,(j),opts] is a bending magnet of orbit length I in metres and deflection 0 with options

opts.
Bend[I,(j>,k,opts] is a bending magnet of orbit length /, deflection 0 and focusing strength k in
m~2, positive for a focusing magnet and negative for a defocusing magnet.

The options of Bend are given below.

Edge —> None, sector magnet (default).
Edge —> Automatic, rectangular magnet.
EdgeUp -» 8, edge defined by the angle 8, in radians, between the orbit and the normal to the
upstream end face.
EdgeDown -> 6, edge defined by the angle 9 between the orbit and the normal to the

downstream end face.
Tilt -> T, specify the tilt Tin radians of the magnet about its longitudinal axis.

The deflection, the focusing strength and the edge angles are defined in the bending plane of
the magnet. The input data are converted into deflections and focusing strengths in the
horizontal and vertical planes according to the laws:

<ph = (f> c o s T 0V = 0 sin T

&h = k cos 2T kv = -k cos 2T

The sign of the deflection <j> or of the tilt Tis consistent with the orientation of the trigonometric
circle. It is positive when the rotation is anticlockwise and negative otherwise. The algebraic
definition of the deflections is basic for a transfer line and for a complex of machines. In a ring,
the convention may not be respected; (f) is rather taken positive for an inward deflection.

The sign of the edge angles is defined topologically. The reference magnet being a sector, it
focuses in the horizontal plane. Any rotation of the end face which reduces this focusing has
the sign of the deflection angle. In particular, the rotation of the end face of a rectangular
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magnet is 0/2. A thin dipole of deflection TT/6 and bending magnets of lengths (7j, l2),
deflections (fa, fa) and focusing strengths (k\, kj) are represented in the next examples.

b=Bend[Pi/6]

In[2]:=

phi={phil,phi2};
k={kl,k2};
{bl,b2}=Bend[1,phi,k]

Out[1]:=
Bend[Pi/6]

Out[5]:=
{Bend[ll,phil,kl]
Bend[12,phi2,k2]

The next examples show a rectangular dipole and a magnet with two different edge angles in
the way a septum magnet could be described.

bl=Bend[l,phi,Edge->Automatic]

In[2] : =
b2=Bend[l,.2,

EdgeUp->0,
EdgeDown->.2]

Out [1] : =
Bend[1,phi,Edge->Automatic]

Out[2]:=
Bend[1,.2,

EdgeUp->0,
EdgeDown->.2]

The next statement applies to a vertical rectangular magnet.

b=Bend[l,phi,
Edge->Automatic,
Tilt->Pi/2]

Out[l]:=
Bend[1,phi,Edge->Automatic,

Tilt->Pi/2]

If one works with rectangular magnets systematically, the default option for Edge can be
changed with the statement SetOptionsfBend, Edge —> Automatic].

Some characteristics of a bending magnet may have to be known. As the length specified in the
syntax of Bend is the arc length, it may be necessary to know the correspondence between the
arc length /a and the chord length lc which is the usual input datum for rectangular magnets:

X 7

: - * c

ArcLength[l,(j>] returns the arc length of a rectangular bending magnet of length / and
deflection angle 0.

Arcliength [ 1., N [ Pi / 6 ] ]
Out[l]:=
1.01152
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In calculating the aperture of a magnet, it is necessary to include the contribution of the sagitta
s of the reference trajectory:

s-- J
Sagitta[b] returns the sagitta of the reference trajectory in the bending magnet b.

d=Bend[l.,N[Pi/6]
Sagitta[b]

Out[l]:=
.0178412

1.4 Topology of optical systems

An optical channel is a sequence of drift spaces, quadrupoles, bending magnets, and special
elements used to observe the particles or to correct their trajectories. For reasons of simplicity
and economy, part or all of a machine is often made of identical modules. In addition to its
periodic properties, a module may be symmetric like the sequence/ s, d, d, s, f. A variety of
optical modules are discussed in Chapter 4.

1.4.1 Representation of a beam line

A beam line in symbolic computing is a mathematical expression whose head is Channel and
arguments are drift spaces or magnetic elements.

e^,."] is a beam line made of the elements ely, el2, ... defined in the horizontal
plane.

{qf,qd}=Q[{f,-f}];
b=Bend[21,phi];
s=SS[l];
ch=Channel[qf,s,b,s,qd]

Out[4]:=
Channel [Q[f] , SS[1] ,

Bend[21 ,ph i ] ,
SS[1] , Q[ - f ] ]

Like any expression it may be expanded, compressed, repeated, reversed, or joined to other
beam lines once specific sets of rules have been set up.
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1.4.2 Expansion

The edges of a bending magnet are represented by thin quadrupolar lenses as soon as the orbit
is not normal to the end face. The expansion of the channel shows the end lenses explicitly.

Expand[ch] returns the channel ch with the bending magnets converted into sector magnets
sandwiched between thin quadrupoles which represent the edge effects.

{qf,qd}=Q[{f,-f}];
b=Bend[21,phi,Edge->Automatic];
s=SS[l];
ch=Channel[qf,s,b,s,qd]
Expand[ch]

Out[4]:=
Channel[
Q[f], SS[1],
Q[-21*Cot[phi/2]/phi],
Bend[2 1, phi, Tilt -> 0],
Q[-21*Cot[phi/2]/phi],

1.4.3 Compression

In a beam line, two consecutive elements of the same type can be replaced by an equivalent
single element using the function Compress.

Compress[ch] produces a channel in which consecutive elements of the same type in ch are
replaced by equivalent single elements.

In the next example, two consecutive D-lenses have been replaced by a single lens of half focal
length.

{<jf,qd}=Q[{2f,-2f}];
s=SS[l];
ch=Channel[qf,s,qd,qd,s,qd]
Compress[ch]

Out[4]:=
Channel[Q[2f] , SS[1], Q[-f],

SS[1], Q[2f] ]

1.4.4 Mirror symmetry

The lattice of a machine is often made of beam lines which are symmetrical with respect to
their mid-point. It is then convenient to define one-half of the structure only and to mirror this
half with respect to its end.

Mirror[ch] returns the channel made of ch followed by the reverse of ch.
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{qf,qd}=Q[{2f,-2f}];
s=SS[l]f
ch=Channel[qf,s,gd];
Mirror[ch]

Out[4]:=
C h a n n e l [ Q [ 2 f ] , S S [ 1 ] , Q [ - 2 f ] ,

Q [ - 2 f ] , S S t l ] , Q [ 2 f ] ]

1.4.5 Repetition

A given structure may be repeated a number of times in a beam. The function to be used is then
Repeat.

Repeat[ch,n] makes a string of n+\ channels identical to ch.

{qf,qd}=Q[{£,-f}];
s=SS[l];
ch=Channel[qf,s,qd,s]
Repeat[ch,1]

Out [4]: =
C h a n n e l [ Q [ f ] , S S [ 1 ] , Q [ - f ] , S S [ 1 ]

Q [ f ] , S S [ l ] , Q [ - f ] , S S [ l ]

1.4.6 Joining beam lines

Several beam lines can be joined together into a single one using the general function Join of
Mathematica.

Join[chl,ch2,...] merges the channels chh ch2,...

{qf,qd}=Q[{f,-f}];
{sl,s2}=SS[{l,l/2}];
b=Bend[phi];
chl=Channel[qf,sl,qd, s2];
ch2=Channel[b,s2,qf];
Join[chl,ch2]

0ut[6]:=
Channel[
Q[f] ,SS[1] ,Q[-f] ,
SS[l/2],Bend[phi],SS[l/2],Q[f]

1.4.7 Lines upstream and downstream of a position

By analogy with the commands Take and Drop of Mathematica, a beam line can be truncated
at a given position s.

TakeChannel[ch,s] returns the channel upstream of the: position s in ch.
DropChannel[ch,s] returns the channel downstream of the position s in ch.
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s=SS[l/2];
b=Bend[ 1,phi];
ch=Channel[s,b,s];
TakeChannel[ch,.6]

In [5] : =
DropChannel[ch,.2]

Out[4]:=
Channel[SS[1/2],

Bend[.1,.1 phi]]

Out[5]:=
C h a n n e l [ S S [ . 3 ] ,

B e n d [ 1 , p h i ] ,
S S [ l / 2 ] ]

1.4.8 Splitting the elements of a channel

It is sometimes necessary to subdivide the elements of a beam line, this operation is performed
with SplitChannel.

SplitChanneI[ch,s] splits the element which straddles position s in ch into two parts.
SplitChannel[ch,{sj,S2,."}] splits the elements which straddle positions ^ j , ̂ 2, ... in ch into
two parts.

s=SS[l/2];
b=Bend[1,phi];
ch=Channel[s,b,s];
SplitChannel[ch,.6]

In [5] : =
SplitChannel[ch,{.2, .6}]

0ut[4]:=
Channel[
SS[l/2],
Bend[.1,.1 phi],Bend[.9,.9 phi]
SS[l/2]]

Out[5];=
Channel[
SS[.2], SS[.3],
Bend[.1,.1 phi],Bend[.9,.9 phi]
SS[l/2]]

1.4.9 Inserting a sub-line into a beam line

One or several sub-lines can be inserted in a line using InsertChannel.

InsertChannel[ch,ch!,s] inserts the sub-line ch\ at the position s into the line ch.

InsertChannel[ch,{ch1,ch2,.-}»{si,s2v}] inserts the sub-lines chx at sh ch2 at s2, ... into

the line ch.
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s=SS[l/2];
b=Bend[1,phi];
ch=Channel[s,b,s];
chl=Channel[s,Q[f]]
InsertChannel[ch,chl,1.5]

In[5]:=
ch2=Channel[b];
InsertChannel[ch,{ch2,chl},

{0,1.5},{0,1.5}]

Out[4]:=
Channel[
SS[l/2],
Bend[1,phi],SS[l/2],Q[f],
SS[l/2]]

Out[5]:=
Channel[
Bend[1,phi],SS[l/2],
Bend[1,phi],SS[l/2],Q[f],
SS[l/2]]

1.4.10 Conversion to the vertical plane

In the vertical plane, the elements, in general, have a different function: a focusing quadrupole
becomes defocusing, an upright dipole behaves like a drift space, etc. The vertical channel is
defined with the operator To Vertical.

ToVertical[ch] transforms the horizontal beam line ch into a vertical one.

{<2f,qd}=Q[{f,-f}];
s=SS[l];
ch=Channel[qf,s,qd,s]
ToVertical[ch]

Out [4]: =
C h a n n e l [ Q [ - f ] , S S [ 1 ] , Q [ f ] , S S [ 1 ] ]

1.4.11 Composing several operations

The general technique of composition of operators in Mathematica is available for
BeamOptics.

...@op2@opx[ch] compose the operators op^, op2,... to transform the channel ch.

In the next example, the beam line ch is terminated by a thin quadrupole qd. When the line is
mirrored, two quadrupoles qd sit next to each other and can be reduced to a single quadrupole.
The two operations Mirror and Compress are composed with Compress @Mirror. Note that
Mirror operates before Compress.

{qf,qd}=Q[{2f,-2f}];
S=SS[1];
ch=Channel[qf,s,qd];
Compress@Mirror[ch]

Out[4]:=
C h a n n e l [ Q [ 2 f ] , S S [ 1 ] , Q [ - f ]

S S [ 1 ] , Q [ 2 f ]
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1.5 Graphics options

The graphical resources of Mathematica and Geometrica are used in BeamOptics to draw a
beam line and to customize the colours of the functions plotted by various optical modules.

1.5.1 Drawing a beam line

A beam line can be drawn using the command Draw of Geometrica.

Draw[ch] draws the beam line ch.

The next example shows a sequence of thin quadrupoles, drift spaces, and a thin bend.

{qf,qd}=Q[{2,-l}];
s=SS[l];
b=Bend[Pi/6];
ch=Channel[qf,s,b,s,qd]
Draw[ch];

Out[5]:=

With the option OpticsStyle applied to each element of the line, more information can be
provided in the drawing.

OpticsStyle -> {colour, 'text', width, shape }, is an option of SS, Q, Bend which adds a colour
to the element, labels it, adjusts its width and changes its shape if it is thin. Some or all of the
attributes can be altered. Their order in the list is irrelevant. The shape argument is either
Automatic, Right or Left. The default values are:
{Black,-.1} for SS,
{Red, 1.} for horizontally focusing magnets,
{Blue, 1.) for vertically focusing magnets,
{Green, 1. Automatic} for bending magnets.

The argument width also affects the position of the legend and must be a real number.

10
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The previous example shows how the shape of thin elements is automatically handled. In the
next example, long elements are substituted for short ones. The dipole is represented by a
trapezium because it is a sector magnet; more generally, the shape of a long bending magnet is
determined by its edges. The quadrupoles and rectangular magnets (Edge —> Automatic) are
represented by rectangles.

Out[5]:=
{qf,qd}=

s=SS[l];

b=Bend[.5,Pi/12];

ch=Channel[qf,s,b,s,qd]

Draw[ch];

Sometimes, the automatic drawing is not precise enough. A beam line may contain half-
elements. The shape argument has then to be set to Right or Left to specify the right- or left-
hand part of a thin lens. The next example applies to half a FODO cell.

Out[6]:=
q f

OpticsStyle->{"F/2n,Right}];
qd =
Q[-l,

0pticsStyle->{nD/2n,Left}];
s=SS[l];
b=Bend[Pi/12,

OpticsStyle->{nB"} ] ;
ch=Channel[q£,s,b,s,qd] ;
Draw[ch];

D/2

1.5.2 Customizing colours

The properties of a beam line can be represented by a variety of functions: trajectory of a
particle, beam envelope, amplitude and phase of a betatron oscillation. Those functions will be
studied in the following chapters and are very rarely the same in the horizontal and vertical
planes; they are distinguished in a same graph by different colours. The name of the colours
attached to each function is stored in a list of options called Options[OpticsColors].
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1. Describing a machine

BeamH —> c, colour of the horizontal beam envelope or trajectory. Default: Red.
BeamV -4 c, colour of the vertical beam envelope or trajectory. Default: Blue.
BetaH —> c, colour of the horizontal /^-function. Default: Red.
BetaV —> c, colour of the vertical /3-function. Default: Blue.
Dispersion —> c, colour of the orbit dispersion function. Default: Green.
MuH —> c, colour of the horizontal jU-function. Default: Red.

MuV —> c, colour of the vertical jU-function. Default: Blue.
PlotStyle -^ th, thickness of the curves. Default: AbsoluteThickness [2].
Background —> bg, background colour of the graph. Default: White.

12



Chapter 2

Geometry of accelerators

The magnet system of an accelerator has two basic functions: bending with 2-pole magnets
(dipoles) and focusing with 4-pole magnets (quadrupoles). The shape of the machine is
determined only by the position and the strength of the dipoles and, within this context, a pure
quadrupole is considered as a drift space. The geometry of an accelerator may be as simple as
the straight line of a linear accelerator or as complicated as a system of cascaded machines
located at different levels with a great variety of shapes and orientations. Each element is
defined in a common reference system where one plane is horizontal and one axis is vertical.
Note that 'horizontal' and 'vertical' have to be taken in their strict meaning because the
levelling techniques rely on gravity. The composition of translations and rotations along a
machine determines a polygon whose vertices are the entries and exits of each element. These
vertices are located on the reference trajectory, the special curve made of segments of line and
arcs of circle described by an ideal particle of given initial conditions.

2.1 Reference systems

Fig. 2: Cartesian frames used to define the geometry of an accelerator.
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2. Geometry of accelerators

In the absolute system 5j (Fig. 2), x, y and z are the coordinates of a vertex A of the reference
polygon. Moreover, let The the tangent to the reference trajectory at A, t be the projection of T
onto the horizontal plane, % be the angle of t with Oz and y/ be the angle of T with the
horizontal plane. The angles % and y/ are defined between 0 and 2TT. This range is natural for
circular machines, it remains correct for transfer lines in spite of the fact that deflections are
either positive or negative; an angle is indeed defined modulo In. The five coordinates

x y z x w)

are the components of a survey vector.

Survey[x,y,z,%,\|/] is the survey vector at a point M (x, y, z) of the reference polygon. The
orientation of the tangent to the reference trajectory at M is defined by the angles (%, yt).

The local reference frame S2 (A, a, b, c) is determined recursively from one vertex A to the next
B. The transfer from A to B is calculated in S2 then expressed in S\ via the composition of a
translation

3 =

a rotation about Oy of matrix

' l 0 0 '
M = 0 cosy

0 - s i n y cosy

and a rotation about AX of matrix 9? 2

so that the absolute coordinates (x, y, z, u, v, w) are expressed as functions of the local ones

(X, Y,Z,U,V, W) through the relations:

U
V

The angles % and y/are then given by:

X = Arctg(w, u) ; y = Arctgf V«2 + w2, v j

14



2.2 Distance along the reference trajectory

with

Arctg(x,y) = ArcTanfx,y) if ArcTanfx,^ > 0
Axc\.g(x,y) = 2K + ArcTanfjc, y) if ArcTanfx,)*) < 0

recalling that the Mathematica function ArcTan/jt,y/ defines the angle whose tangent is y/x in
the range (-n, K).

In the case of a drift space of length /, the local coordinates of B and T are

;

)

fu)
v\ =

W

(0>\
0

For a bending magnet of arc length /, tilt T, and deflection 0, the local coordinates are:

X

—cos T(1-COS

—sinr(l-cos

—sin0

0

—

COST sin0

= smr
cos >̂ j

The tilt of a magnet is the angle of the median plane with ZX and the deflection 0 is the angle
between the vectors T at A and B.

2.2 Distance along the reference trajectory

The full length of a beam line and the distances along the curvilinear reference trajectory are
given by CumulativeLength and CumulativeLengthAll, respectively.

CumulativeLength[ch] returns the length of the channel ch.
CumulativeLength AU[ch] returns the list of the distances from the origin of the channel ch
to the beginning of each element and the full length of ch. The first distance is 0.

{q,s,b}={Qtl],SS[l],Bend[.l]};
ch=Channel[q,s,b,s];
CumulativeLength[ch]

ln[4] .- =
d=CumulativeLengthAll[ch]

Out[3]=
2

Out[4]=
{0, 0, 1, 1, 2}
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2: Geometry of accelerators

2.3 Determination of the survey vector in a machine

The survey vector can be determined anywhere in a machine with the functions SurveyAt and
Survey All.

SurveyAt[ch,sv] returns the survey vector at the end of the channel ch, sv being the survey
vector at the entry of ch.
SurveyAt[ch,sv,s] returns the survey vector at the entry of the element located at the distance
s from the beginning of the channel ch, and s must be real. If s lies between the entry sx and
the exit ^ of the element, it is converted to sj.
SurveyAH[ch,sv] returns the list of the survey vectors at the entry of all the elements of the
channel ch.

The first example deals with a line where the magnets are tilted by 0.1 rad and have a 0.2 rad
deflection in their median plane of symmetry.

= Out[6] =
s=SS[l]; {Survey[0,0,0,0,0],
b=Bend[.5,.2,Tilt->.l]; Survey[0,0,1, 0 , 0] ,
{qf,qd}=Q[.5,{.3,-.3}]; Survey[.0496,.00498,1.497,
ch=Channel[s,b,s,qf,s,b,s,qd,s]; .199,.0198],
sv=Survey[0,0,0,0,0]; Survey[.247, .0248,2.477,
SurveyAll[ch,sv] .199,.0198],

Survey[.287,.0288,2.673,
.199, .0198],

Survey[.484,.0486,3.653,
.199,.0198],

Survey[.631,.0634,4.13,
.398,.0393],

Survey[1.019,.1027,5.051,
.398,.0393],

Survey[1.096,.1106,5.235,
.398,.0393],

Survey[1.484,.1498,6.156,
.398, .0393]

The components of the various survey vectors can be easily understood. The first element is
the survey vector at the origin. At the end of the first straight section, only the z-component
has changed. The first dipole bends the beam mainly in the horizontal plane and ten times
less in the vertical plane as can be seen in the last two arguments of the third survey vector.
The orientation of the plane of curvature of the beam is maintained for the following three
elements; this means that the quadrupole qf, the fifth element, must be aligned with a
0.0198 rad vertical slope but without any tilt about the magnetic axis. After the second magnet,
the seventh element, the projected angles % and I/fare roughly doubled.
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2.3 Determination of the survey vector in a machine

The machine geometry is plotted with SurveyPlot which automatically produces a 2D or a 3D
view depending on the absence or presence of tilted magnets.

SurveyPlot[ch,sv.,opts] plots the geometry of the channel ch, either in 2D if the magnet tilts
are zero or in 3D otherwise. The argument opts is any option of Plot in Mathematica. The
survey vector at the entry of ch is sv.

The next example illustrates a 2D survey plot for a horizontal ring (ring) made of four
quadrants (ch).

b=Bend[.5,-Pi/4];
s=SS[1.5];
ch=Channel[b,s,b];
ring=Repeat[ch, 3];
sv=Survey[O,O,O,O,O]
SurveyPlot[ring,sv];

Out[6]:=

-1.5 -1 -0.5 .5 1 1.5

To produce a 3D plot, the previous ring is linked to an injection line (line) containing two
vertical bending magnets (bh b2) of deflections 7tlA and -TtIA so that the beam is first bent
upwards then downwards to exit horizontally. For both of them the Tilt option is set to Till.

In[7] : =
{bl,b2}=Bend[l,{l,-l}Pi/4,

Tilt->Pi/2];
s=SS[5];
line=Channel[s,bl,s,b2,s];
beamline=Join[line,ring];
SurveyPlot[beamline,sv,
AxesLabel->{"z"/"x","y"}J

Out[11]:=
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Chapter 3

Ray tracing

Once the reference trajectory has been determined, the next problem is to find the motion of a
particle that deviates from that reference trajectory. The scope of BeamOptics covers paraxial
optics for which the deviations are small. Two types of motion are discussed: the betatron
oscillations which concern particles of reference momentum with deviations in position and
angle, and the orbit dispersion which is the perturbation of the reference trajectory due to a
momentum error.

3.1 Trajectory inside a single element

The trajectory of a particle inside a drift space or a magnet results from the integration of the
basic differential equation:

dt

where p is the momentum vector, t the time and F the force acting on the particle. In a drift
space, there is no force and the trajectory is a straight line. In a magnet, the magnetic field B
exerts on a particle of speed v and charge e the Lorentz force

F = evxB .

Before integrating the equation of motion, it is necessary to redefine the reference frame and to
describe the field model.

3.1.1 Reference frame

In order to simplify the notations, the local reference frame of the magnet is renamed (x, y, z)
and the notations are those of Fig. 3. The Cartesian coordinates of a point M of the reference
trajectory are (z, x). Those of the displaced point mi are (z, x\). The coordinates of the betatron
oscillation or of the orbit dispersion in the mid-plane of the magnet are the curvilinear
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3. Ray tracing

coordinates (s, E) of the projection m of m\ onto the normal to the reference trajectory at M; the
curvilinear abscissa of M is s and

£ = Xi COS <p ,

where 0 is the angle of the momentum vector with the z-axis. In the vertical plane the
coordinates of m are (s, r\).

Fig. 3: Local reference frame in the mid-plane of a magnet.

3.1.2 Field model

In the transverse plane (x, y), the equipotential lines are supposed to be parallel straight lines
for a dipole and hyperbolae for a quadrupole (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4: Poles of a dipole and of a quadrupole.

The field has then the general expression

Gy )
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3.1 Trajectory inside a single element

where G is the field gradient. Along the z-axis, the field falls abruptly to 0 beyond the end
faces; this is the hard edge approximation (Fig. 5).

J
Fig. 5: Hard edge model.

Inside the rectangle, the field is constant and equal to its real value ByQ in the middle of the
magnet. The magnetic length / of the magnet is then given by

3.1.3 Reference trajectory

The equations of motion are written in the Cartesian frame. The evolution of the position is
given by the geometry of the momentum vector:

dx
— = tan <b .
dz

The momentum p is invariant but the momentum vector changes direction under the influence
of the Lorentz force:

e

Pdz

where the new variable is the longitudinal coordinate z instead of time t; the replacement of t
by z used the relation

dz =

dt Vz '
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3. Ray tracing

3.1.4 Paraxial trajectory

The trajectory of a particle which deviates from the reference orbit can be obtained from the
equations derived in Section 3.1.3 by the following substitutions:

x —» x +

Assuming Xj and 6 small, the differential system is linear and can be integrated. The solution
connects the vector (JCJ, 0) between input and output of an element through a transfer matrix.
The theoretical difficulty of a Cartesian solution is due to the fact that the determinant of the
transfer matrix is not unity. This is why one prefers to work in the curvilinear system of the
reference orbit by adopting the new variables ^ and s such that

% = X COS <j)

ds = .
COS 0

The calculations [5] lead to the traditional single second-order equation

§ ] k cos§
ds2 I ' p*)' p p

in the (z-x) plane or

d2ri (. . e . JB)
—7f--\ kcos 0 sm0—^ 77 = 0
dsz y p dz )

in the (z-y) plane. The focusing strength k, positive for focusing magnets and negative for
defocusing magnets, is proportional to the field gradient measured in the Cartesian frame of the
magnet:

The term cos <j> is not explicitly expressed in the classical papers [6] on beam optics where it is
only mentioned that A; is a function of s. It is, however, important to understand that the
equation can only be integrated for a drift space \ByQ =0, k = Oj, a pure quadrupole
(ByQ = 0) and a pure dipole (k = 0). A combined-function magnet requires a numerical
integration unless the deflection is small enough to make cos 0 negligible, this will be assumed
in the following but it is an approximation which has to be validated for each specific case; this
remark applies to combined-function machines and to the precise treatment of off-momentum
particles for which the reference orbit does not traverse the quadrupoles on the magnetic axis.
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3.2 Transfer matrices

In the (z-y) plane, the equation of motion has the same form but has extra peculiarities. The
focusing strength k enters the equation with a sign opposite to the sign it had in the other plane:
when a magnet focuses in one plane, it defocuses in the perpendicular plane and vice versa.
The second contribution to the focusing is due to the longitudinal variation of the field; for the
cases considered here, it matters only at the end of a dipole. The origin of the end field is due to
the return conductor which creates a solenoidal component outside the median plane (Fig. 6).

Bja.
B

Fig. 6: End fields.

If the solenoidal field is directed along the reference trajectory, the case of the sector magnet, it
has no effect; otherwise, it acts like a defocusing lens. Note that, although the end fields are
opposite, their effects add up.

3.2 Transfer matrices

Within the framework of paraxial optics, the transformation which maps the coordinates (£, dql
ds) or (rj, dr]/ds) from the input to the output of an element is linear and characterized by a
matrix called the transfer matrix of the element.

3.2.1 Matrix form of the equations of motion

In view of the final form of their solution, the equations of motion are conveniently expressed
in a matrix form. The second-order equation

5p

p

can indeed be rewritten as a system of two first-order equations

dU
ds

-AU =
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3. Ray tracing

with

U =
ds

-8 0 h

0 0 1

This formalism applies to the plane of curvature and is useful to determine the off-momentum
orbits. If the momentum error is discarded, the case of the on-momentum betatron oscillations,
then the motion is described by the upper-left two-by-two matrix for the (x-z) and (y-z) planes
as well.

3.2.2 Integration over a thin element

The analytical models of optical structures have a manageable form when the bending magnets
or the quadrupoles are thin because the expressions are algebraic, whereas they have
transcendental terms for long elements. In a thin element, the field is impulsive and located at
the centre s$ of the element. The position is invariant and the angle changes by the quantity

oo

AG = -l\B(s) S(S-SQ) ds .
" —oo

where / is the actual length of the element.

3.2.3 Drift space

For a drift space of length /, the transfer matrix is the same in the horizontal and vertical
planes:

'1 I OT

0 1 0

,0 0 1.
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3.2 Transfer matrices

3.2.4 Quadrupole

For a pure quadrupole of length / and focusing strength k, the transfer matrix can also be
written in a unique way for the two planes:

COS
nr Sin

4k
0

—4k sin 4~kl cos 4kl 0

0 0 1

and for a focusing or defocusing magnet as well. It is, however, necessary to remember that k
has opposite signs in the two planes and that the relations

cos ix = cosh x

sin ix = Zsinh x

between circular and hyperbolic trigonometric functions are assumed.

A thin quadrupole is defined by its focal length/:

„ 1

and its transfer matrix is

1 0 0

- 1 i o
/vO 0 1,

3.2.5 Dipole

A dipole of deflection angle (j) and arc length / may have different shapes depending on the
orientation of the end faces with respect to the reference trajectory C which is a circle in the
median plane. The sector dipole whose faces are normal to C is taken as a reference. The
general trajectory is a helix whose projection in the bending plane is a circle of transfer matrix
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3. Ray tracing

M =

COS0

0sin^

T~
0

/sin0 /(l-cos0)

COS0

0

sin0

1

The projection in the (z-y) plane is a straight line and the transfer matrix is that of a drift space.
A sector dipole focuses in the bending plane because an outer trajectory traverses a longer
path. This is not the case for the rectangular dipole whose end faces are parallel and make the
angle 0/2 with C. The transfer matrix in the bending plane can be obtained directly and is then

1
/sin0

0 1

0 0

sin0

1

It may also be shown to be equivalent to

E.M.E

where E is the matrix of a thin defocusing quadrupole of focal length

/e ~

In the (z-y) plane, the matrix of the drift space is sandwiched between matrices E associated
with the focal length -/e.

Sometimes, the end face may have an arbitrary orientation 9. The associated focal length is
then

I
Je ~

The transfer matrix of a thin dipole of deflection <j) is

'1

0

,0

0

1

0

in the bending plane and the identity matrix in the perpendicular plane.
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3.2 Transfer matrices

3.2.6 Combined-function magnet

Assuming that the deflection angle is small enough so that cos (j> can be neglected in the
equation of motion, the transfer matrix of a sector magnet is

cos
kl2+<l>2

kll+<p'

0 0

The first-order end effects are the same as for a pure dipole.

3.2.7 Transfer matrix of a beam line

When a channel is made of n elements of individual transfer matrices M\,
transfer matrix of the whole channel is

M = Mn---M2-M1

..., Mn, the

Note the order of the matrices in the matrix product. The (3,3) transfer matrix of a beam line is
given by the function TransferMatrix. For particle tracking applications, it may also be
necessary to know the transfer matrices which connect the origin to the entry of each element,
the list of those transfer matrices appended by the full transfer matrix is provided by
TransferMatrixAll.

TransferMatrix[ch] returns the transfer matrix of the channel ch.
TransferMatrixAJl[ch] returns the list of the transfer matrices relating the origin of the
channel eh to the beginning of each element and the full transfer matrix of ch. The first matrix
is the identity (3,3) matrix.

The functions are applied to a beam line ch made of a quadrupole q, a bending magnet b and
two drift spaces s.
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In[1]:=
{q,s,b}={Q[l],SS[l],Bend[.l]};

ch=Channel[q,s,b,s];
TransferMatrix[ch]

In [4]: =
m=TransferMatrixAll[ch]

Out[3]
{ { - 1 . ,

{ - 1 . ,
{ 0 ,

Out[4]
{{{1,

{ 0 ,
{ 0 ,

{{ 1,
{-1,
{ 0,

{{ 0,
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{ 0,
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{-1 .
{ 0
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3. Ray tracing

3.3 Linear particle tracking without momentum error

Once the motion of a particle in specific elements is known, the next problem consists of
determining the motion in a line of elements organized with given topology and geometry.
Tracking a particle in a machine consists of determining its trajectory for given initial
conditions. It can take the form of a trajectory in real space: £ =f[s], r\ = g[s], or of a
trajectory in the phase space where the points have the coordinates (£,, dtJAs) or (T], dr]/ds),
each point corresponding to a different value of s or, at a given s, to different initial conditions.

3.3.1 Tracking functions

The position and angle of an on-momentum particle oscillating about the reference orbit are
the components of the track vector Track.

Track[x,xp] is the track vector of components the trajectory position x and its derivative xp.

The track vector can be obtained at the end of a channel or at the input of an element with
TrackAt.
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3.3 Linear particle tracking without momentum error

TrackAt[ch,tv] is the track vector at the end of the channel ch when the track vector at the
input of ch is ft>.
TrackAt[ch,tv,s] is the track vector at the the distance s from the origin of the channel ch.
TjrackAH[ch,tv] is the list of the track vectors at die input of all the elements of ch appended
by the end track vector.

{q,s,b}={Q[2],SS[2],Bend[.2]};
ch=Channel [<j, s,b, s] ;
tv=Track[l,O];
TrackAt[ch,tv]

In[5] : =
TrackAt[ch,tv,3.]

In[6]:=
TrackAll[ch,tv]

Out[4]=
Track[-1., -0.5]

Out[5]=
Track[-0.5, -0.5]

Out[6]=
{Track[1, 0],
Track[1, -1/2],
Track[0, -1/2],
TracktO, -0.5],
Track[-1, -0.5]}

The particle trajectory is plotted with Plot.

TrackPlot[ch,tv,opts] plots the trajectory all along the channel ch, the input track vector
being tv, and opts the Plot options.
AbsoluteTrackPlot[ch,tv,opts] plots the trajectory about the curved reference orbit.

In[7] : =
TrackPlot[ch,tv];

In[8]:=
AbsoluteTrackPlot[ch,tv];

Out[7]=

O.I

0.05

0

-0.05

-0.1

y
0 0.5 i

Out[8]=

position [m]

1

z
1.5 1

s[m]

z

> 2.5 3
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3. Ray tracing

By default, the graph of the track is plotted in red. A different colour can be specified by its
plain name at the right-hand side of the PlotStyle option. The entrance and exit of each element
are marked by a vertical line on the plot.

3.3.2 Foci and principal planes of a focusing system

The focus is a point on the axis of a beam line such that all the trajectories passing through it
exit the focusing system parallel to the axis [7]. In a given plane, there are one focal length, two
foci and two principal planes called object and image, respectively upstream and downstream
of the system. In terms of the matrix elements of the focusing system, the focal length is given
by:

It is also the distance from the focus to the principal plane which is located at the intersection
of the input and output rays. The concept of principal planes has an important application in
estimating the validity of a thin-lens model. If all the principal planes were identical, the thin-
lens model would be exact. It is, unfortunately, never the case, but the approximation of a real
system by thin lenses is justified when the distance between principal planes is small with
respect to the length of the system.

The foci and principal planes of a focusing system are given by the function Focus.

Focus[ch, opts] returns the foci and principal planes of the channel ch. The output has the
form of a list of rules:
OpticsPlot —> - Graphics -,
BeamLine —» {chh, chy}, horizontal and vertical beam lines from object to image focus,
FocalLength —> {f^f^J, horizontal and vertical focal lengths.
The options opts are those of Plot or BeamH and BeamV of OpticsColors.

The foci are represented by dots and the principal planes by vertical bars of the colour of the
associated foci. The foci may be inside or outside the focusing system. In the next example
which deals with the foci of a long quadrupole, the horizontal (black) and vertical (grey) foci
are respectively inside and outside the quadrupole. When they are inside, the length of the end
straight sections is negative. The focal length is positive when the system is focusing, and
negative otherwise.
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3.4 Linear particle tracking with momentum error

ch=Channel@Q[1,2];
f=Focus[ch]

Out[2]=
{OpticsPlot -> -Graphics-,
BeamLine ->
{Channel[SS[0.111635] ,Q[1, 2],

SS[0.111635]],
Channel[SS[-0.795946],Q[l,-2],

SS[-0.795946]]},
FocalLength -> { 0.715865,

-0.365417}}

•>

1

0

1

1

position [m]

! |

1

~ 1 •

0 "0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2
s[mj

3.4 Linear particle tracking with momentum error

A particle of momentum p different from the momentum p$ of the reference particle is
commonly called an off-momentum particle. Its coordinates are often normalized to the
momentum error

Ap _P-P0

P Po

A particle without position and angle error but with momentum error travels on an off-
momentum trajectory defined by the orbit dispersion and the length of this trajectory is usually
different from the length of the on-momentum reference trajectory.

3.4.1 Orbit dispersion

The quantities

D =
Aplp

D' =
Aplp

are, respectively, the orbit dispersion and its derivative with respect to s. They are obtained by
tracking the 3-vector (D, D', \) using the complete (3,3) transfer matrices.

The orbit dispersion D and its derivative D' with respect to the curvilinear coordinate s are the
components of the dispersion vector DVector.
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3. Ray tracing

DVector [d,dp] is the dispersion vector of components, the orbit dispersion d and its
derivative dp.

The dispersion vector can be obtained at the end of a channel or at the input of an element of
the line with DVectorAt.

DVectorAt[ch,dv] is the dispersion vector at the end of the channel ch when the dispersion-
vector at the input of ch is dv.

DVectorAt[ch,dv,s] is the dispersion vector at the the distance 5 from the origin of the
channel ch.
DVectorAU[ch,dv] is the list of the dispersion vectors at the input of all the elements of ch
appended by the end dispersion vector.

The beam line used for the tracking is resumed for the orbit dispersion.

{q,s,b}={Q[2],SS[2],Bend[.2]};
ch=Channel[q,s,b,s];
dv=DVector[l,0];
DVectorAt[ch,dv]

In[5]:=
DVectorAt[ch,dv,3.]

In[6]:=
DVectorAll[ch,dv]

Out[4]=
DVector[-0.6, -0.3]

Out[5]=
DVector[-0.3, -0.3]

Out[6]=
{DVector[l,0],DVector[1,-1/2],
DVector[0,-1/2],DVector[0,-.3],
DVector[-0.6, -0.3]}

The orbit dispersion about the stretched reference orbit is plotted with Plot and with
AbsoluteBeamPlot about the curved reference orbit.

DPlot[ch,dv,opts] plots the orbit dispersion all along the channel ch, the input dispersion
vector being dv, and opts the Mathematica graphics options.
AbsoluteDPlot[ch,dv,dp,opts] plots the off-momentum orbit of relative momentum error dp
about the curved reference orbit.

In[7]:=
DPlot[ch,dv];

Out[7]=

I

0.75

0.5

0.25

0

-0.25

-0.5

D[m]

x̂ -
2

s[m]
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3.4 Linear particle tracking with momentum error

Plotting an off-momentum orbit is applied to half a period of LEAR, a machine with a negative
orbit dispersion [8]. The 20% momentum error exceeds the machine acceptance but makes the
graph legible. The function HalfPeriod is defined in Section 4.5.2.

In[l] := Out [7] =
{Sl,s2,s3,s4,s5}=
SS[{4.065,0.336,1.059,

0.016,0.073}];
<bl,b2}=Bend[{1.117,2.135},

{.24091,.5448822}];
{qf,qd}=Q[{.5058,.5115},

{ 1.27,-1.4}];
ch=Channel[sl,qf,s2,qd,s3,

bl#s4,b2,s5];
hp=HalfPeriod[ch,

DisplayFunction->Identity];
dv=DVectorEnd/.hp;
AbsoluteBeamPlot[ch,dv,.2];

The option PlotStyle determines the colour of the off-momentum orbit. The reference orbit is
always in black. The graph produced by AbsoluteBeamPlot has to be considered as a
geometrical figure and does not have scale information.

3.4.2 Momentum error

The relative momentum error 8p/p of a beam can be inferred from a measurement of its
deviation x-x with respect to a reference trajectory. At the monitors, the measurements Xj and the
orbit dispersions Dx are the components of vectors x and D. The momentum error can be
defined as the quantity which minimizes the norm of the residual vector

and is then found equal to

Sp _ x-D

p~DD

The scalar product x.D measures the correlation of the total position error with the orbit
dispersion. The larger the norm of D, the better the precision on the momentum error.

MomentumError[{x1,x2v}>{I>ijD2»"*)] returns the momentum error of a particle whose
positions xx,x2,... are measured at monitors where the orbit dispersion is Dh D2, . • • •
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3. Ray tracing

Out [3] =
x={7.7, 4. 6, 0 .71,1 .3 ,5 .6}*.001; 0.003979
d = { l , l , 1 , 1 , 1 } ;
MomentumError[x,d]

3.5 Orbit lengthening

The path length of an off-momentum particle differs from the reference length L by a quantity
AT. which depends on the orbit dispersion D and the radius of curvature p of the reference
particle in a magnet. The ratio

_(ALIL)
P [&plp)

is the momentum compaction. The expression of 0Cg is deduced from elementary first-order
geometry (Fig. 7):

aD = — — ds .
p Lip

o

L + AL

Fig. 7: Incremental orbit length deduced from the two similar black sectors.

The momentum compaction affects directly the variation AT of time of flight T of a particle

_{ATIT)
11 ~ (Aplp) "

The relative variation of the revolution period is indeed

T L v
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3.6 Properties of synchrotron radiation

with

Av _ 1 Ap

v yl p

v and 7 being the velocity and the Lorentz factor of the particle. The incremental orbit length
of the off-momentum is given by the function Path.

Path[ch,dv] returns the orbit lengthening normalized to a relative momentum error Ap/p for
the channel ch, the input dispersion vector being dv.

In[l] := Out [4] =
{q,s,b}={Q[2],SStl],Bend[.2]}; 0.1
ch=Chanixel [q, s,b, s ] ;
dv=DVector [1,0];
Path[ch,dv]

The relative variation of orbit length which determines the momentum compaction is obtained
by dividing the result of Path by the length of the beam line (CumulativeLength).

3.6 Properties of synchrotron radiation

A charged particle radiates when it is accelerated [9]. Linear acceleration with the technically
feasible electric fields has a negligible effect. In contrast, centrifugal acceleration in bending
magnets may modify the particle dynamics via the energy loss in a fundamental way [10]. This
section deals with those properties of synchrotron radiation that depend only on the reference
orbit of the particle. The consequences of the radiation on the beam envelope are discussed in
Section 4.7.1. The /3 and 7 coefficients used in this section are the Lorentz coefficients and
must not be confused with the /} and 7 functions which describe the betatron motion.

3.6.1 Radiated power and energy loss per turn

The power radiated by a particle of charge e, speed fie and energy TEQ in a magnet m of orbit
radius p is given by the Lienard formula:

P = ce
2 (PrY
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3. Ray tracing

in watts. The energy loss per turn AE in electronvolts which has to be compensated by re-
acceleration in RF cavities is:

for M magnets in the ring each with a deflection angle <f> and a radius of curvature p.

SynchrotronEnergyLoss[ch,y] returns the energy radiated in MeV at each turn by a particle
of Lorentz factor ycirculating in the ring ch.

An example is treated together with synchrotron damping in Section 4.7.1.

3.6.2 Photon and power spectra

The properties of synchrotron radiation indicated in this section are especially relevant to the
interaction of the radiation with the vacuum chamber of an accelerator and to beam
observation. The radiated power is the integral of the power emitted in a photon energy interval
(E, E + d£J:

The power spectral density is generally written for a beam containing JVp particles:

dE Ec

The critical energy Ec is defined by:

3
c~2 p •

The function S(u) has two remarkable properties: the area A limited by the function and the
w-axis is equal to unity, and the vertical line

« = 1

divides A into equal parts. Moreover, it can be expressed as the product of the normalized
photon energy by a function related to the photon spectral density F(u).

S(u) = uF(u)
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3.6 Properties of synchrotron radiation

The number of photons emitted per unit time in the energy interval (E, E + dE) is n(E) dE and
it is related to the power density through the expression:

The photon spectral density n(E) is thus

ALP

Ec

The function F(u) is the integral of a modified Bessel function £5/3

00

F(u) = JK5/3(x)dx
u

and can be evaluated [3] in a closed form using /"functions and hypergeometric p F q functions:

_ 27V3m/8 / 3
1F2(4/3;7/3,8/3;M2 /4) / o \ 2 / 3 ( , « 9 2

/?(„) = _ _ ^ + L _ ^+ £ r ( 2 / 3 ) t F 2 - - ; - - , - ; -
A/3 160 22/3r(-l/3) \u) n \ 3 3 3 4

Although the function F(M) is singular at the origin, it decreases like u and the number of
photons emitted per unit of time, the emission rate, is finite:

dN

* i ' 8 Ec

The emission rate can also be expressed per unit of length, its expression is then

diV_cWdr;_J_dyV

ds dt ds fk dt

The number of photons emitted over a radian of circular machine is

Nr=— —ds .r In }
Q ds

After substitution and assuming fi equal to unity, Nr is found to be independent of the magnet
curvature and equal to:

„ 5a
N N
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3. Ray tracing

where a is the hyperfine structure constant 1/137. The mean photon energy is

]En(E)dE

7 dN/dt
jn(E)dE
0

3.6.3 Angular distribution

To define the angular distribution of the synchrotron radiation, let us consider a cone of solid
angle dQ whose axis projection onto the orbit plane is tangential to the orbit (Fig. 8). The
amount of energy in electronvolts radiated in the cone at the passage of each particle is

7Nney5

dw=—^—

647ce0p

where

7

is the critical angle and A(u) the universal function

A(«) =

Fig. 8: Definition of the emission cone.

3.6.4 The function SynchrotronRadiation

The properties of the synchrotron radiation in a magnet are collected in the function
SynchrotronRadiation.
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3.6 Properties of synchrotron radiation

SynchrotronRadiation[y,Np,p] returns the properties of the synchrotron radiation emitted by
iVp particles of Lorentz factor / in a magnet of radius of curvature p. The output contains the
list of rules:
/ SynchrotronPower ~>NpP [W],

CriticalEnergy -> Ec [eV],
MeanEnergy -> (E) [eV],
EmissionRate —> dN/ds [mf1],
PhotonDistribution ->F(E/EC),
PowerDistribution -> S(E/EC),
CriticalAngle —> 6C [rad],
AngularDistribution -> &W/&Q [eV/sterad] }

The function is applied to the LEP magnet (p = 3096.175 m) for 100 GeV particle energy
(7 = 1.96 x 105) and 1.6 x 1012 particles.

In[l] := Out[l] =
sr=SynchrotronRadiation[ {SynchrotronPower->l.13576 10A7,
1.96 10*5, 1.6 10*12, 3096.175] CriticalEnergy-> 719819,

MeanEnergy-> 2 216 4 7,
EmissionRate->l.06683 10^12,
PhotonDistribution-> <<1>>,
PowerDistribution-> « 1 » ,
CriticalAngle->5.10204 10~-6,
AngularDistribution->

The distributions are pure functions whose detailed expression has been omitted for brevity.
They are plotted below. The photon and power distributions F and S are displayed in black and
grey respectively; they intersect when E and Ec are equal.
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3. Ray tracing

In[2] : =

{fl,f2,f3}=

{PhotonDistribution,
PowerDistribution,
AngularDistribution}/.sr;

gl=Plot[fl[x]#{x,0,2},
PlotStyle->Black/
DisplayFimction->Identity];

g2=Plot[f2[x],{x,0,2},

PlotStyle->Gray,
DisplayFunction->Identity];

Show[gl,g2,
DisplayFunction->
$DisplayFunction,
Frame->True,
RotateLabel->False,
FrameLabel->{"E/Ec","F","",nS
PlotRange->{0#l}];

Out [5] =

1

0.8

0.6
F
0.4

0.2

\ \
\

\

->

S

0 0.5 I 1.5 2
E/Ec

In[6]:=

Plot[f3[x],{x,0,2},
PlotStyle->Black,
AxesLabel->{"e/ec", "dW/dii"}]

Out[6]=

0.5
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Chapter 4

Beam envelope

To visualize the contour of a beam, a natural idea consists of launching a bunch of particles
satisfying initial conditions prescribed by a source or an injector and of tracking them in the
machine to be studied. This technique is indeed employed especially for non-linear studies. It
is, however, purely numerical and is not used in practice for paraxial optics for which an
analytical solution exists. The theory of the linear beam envelope is based on the solution of
the motion equation in polar coordinates and no longer in Cartesian coordinates as was the case
in the previous chapter. This is the phase-amplitude formalism. The amplitude of the motion is
precisely a measure of the beam envelope.

4.1 Solution to the equation of motion in polar coordinates

The equations of motion derived in Section 3.1.4 are of the type

x"+k(s)x = f(s)

and would describe a forced harmonic oscillator if k was independent of s but here the
frequency depends on s. The homogeneous equation will only be considered in this section to
introduce functions P(s) and /J,(s) which are related to the amplitude and phase of the betatron
oscillation. The integration of the equations of motion has been done piecewise for particle
tracking; in contrast, the phase-amplitude formalism is valid at any point. The Courant and
Snyder [5, 6] theory will be briefly recalled.

The solution to a linear second-order differential equation can be expressed as the linear
combination of two functions u(s) and v(s)

x(s) = u(s)xo+v(s)x'o
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4. Beam envelope

XQ and x o being the initial conditions should u and v satisfy the differential equation of the
motion and the boundary conditions:

w(0) = 1 w'(0) = 0

v(0) = 0 v'(0) = l .

It is easy to show that u and v are also bound by the relation independent of k:

By analogy with the harmonic oscillator, trigonometric test functions are tried for u and v:

u(s) - AJP(S) COS H(S)

v(s)=Jfi(s) sin fi(s) .

The substitution of the test functions into the equation of motion reveals key properties of the
/3-function. First, P and fi depend on one another:

ds~ p '

This relation gives a new interpretation of the /^-function: pi2n is the local wavelength of the
betatron oscillation. Then, the differential equation which governs /? is usually written:

with

I dp _\ + a2

(X — / — .

Ids P
Last is the relation independent of ji called the Courant and Snyder invariant:

Px'2 +2axx' + yc2 =e

where e is the emittance of the beam:

£ = XQ + XQ .

This invariant is represented by an ellipse whose area is Tte. By introducing the emittance, the
equation of motion can be rewritten
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4.2 Transfer matrix in the phase-amplitude formalism

where the phase advance at the origin fj$ is fully defined by

The connection between phase space and real space will be illustrated for the foci of an optical
system. A set of trajectories starting in the object focal plane F of a lens L and ending
downstream of L is displayed in Fig. 9. Those rays which contribute to the beam envelope have
their coordinates £ and <f bound by the equation of the emittance ellipse which, at F in the
present example, has the parametric representation

£ = 2cosw £' = — sinw.

The rays exiting L envelope two parabolae symmetric with respect to the s-axis. The
correspondence between phase space, particle trajectory, and beam envelope is central in beam
optics.

0 0.5

Fig. 9: Rays of the beam envelope at the exit of a lens.

4.2 Transfer matrix in the phase-amplitude formalism

The solution of the equation of motion is:

x{s) = s m

for given initial conditions at the origin of the beam line. By deriving x with respect to s, the
transfer matrix Mo which connects the origin to the point of the curvilinear abscissa s can be
deduced. Between two points of abscissae S\ and s^ the transfer matrix is

= M2
f-1
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4. Beam envelope

and, in its explicit form,

with

C =

Mn =

IS 0
f A , s=

4.3 Tracing the p-function

The Courant and Snyder invariant can be written in the matrix form Xt<f~1X, the matrix cTl

being the inverse of

<T =
p -a"

\-<x 7 J

In an element k of transfer matrix M^, the vector X is mapped from X^i to X^.

Tracing the j3- and Of-functions results then from the recursion of the <7 matrix:

The definition of OQ at the input of a transfer line is arbitrary but is uniquely determined by the
cyclic conditions in a periodic structure (Section 4.5). The envelope of the betatron oscillations
is fully described by the functions ft and a which are the components of the cr-vector in
BeamOptics.

Sigma[f3,<x] is the cr-vector of components /? and a.

It is given at the end of a channel or at the input of an element by the functions SigmaAt and
SigmaAll.

SigmaAt[ch,a] is the cr-vector at the end of the channel ch when the cr-vector at the input to
ch is <r.
SigmaAt[ch,a,s] is the cr-vector at the distance s from the origin of ch.
SigmaAU[ch,dv] is the list of the cr-vectors at the input of all the elements of ch appended by
the end (7-vector.
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4.3 Tracing the fi-function

The channel used for study of the orbit dispersion serves also for the betatron oscillations.

{q,s,b}={Q[2],SS[2],Bend[.2]};
ch=Channel[q,s,b,s];
si=Sigma[l,0];
SigmaAt[ch,si]

In [5] : =
SigmaAt[ch,si,3.]

In[61:=
SigmaAll[ch,si]

Out
Sigma[17., -4.5]

Out[51=
Sigma[9.25, -3.25]

Out[61=
{Sigma[l, 0], Sigmafl, - ] ,
Sigma[4, - 2], Sigma[4., -2.]
Sigma[17., -4.5]}

BetaPlot returns the variations of the /J-function.

BetaPlot[ch,a,opts] plots the /J-function all along the channel ch, the input cr-vector being a.
Mathematica graphics options are denoted by opts .

In[7]:=
BetaPlot[ch,si];

Out[7]=

12.5

When the element is thin, as is the case here, it is the expression of a after the action of the
field which is returned. Knowing a all along the channel, the emittance ellipse can be
represented using the function ToEllipse.

ToEllipse[Sigma[|3, a],opt] generates the Courant and Snyder invariant as an Ellipse object
which can be represented using the function Draw. The option opt is:
Emittance -» {£ j , £2,...} where the emittances £} are in units of n. Default: Emittance —> {1}.

Three ellipses of emittances n, 2K, 3TC at a point of cr-vector (1, 0.3) are drawn in the next
example.
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4. Beam envelope

si=Sigma[l,.3];
e=ToEllipse[si,

Emittance->{1,2,3}]

In[3]:=
Draw[e,

Axes->True,
Ticks->None,
AxesLabel->{-x","x'"}];

Out[2]=
{Ellipse[1.09,.3,1,0,0,-1],
Ellipse[1.09,.3,1,0,0,-2],
Ellipse[1.09,.3,1,0,0,-3]}

Out[3]=

4.4 Tracing betatron phase advance

The betatron phase advance fi at the curvilinear abscissa s is related to the /2-function through
the relation:

From the expression of the transfer matrix (Section 4.2), several forms of recursion can be
inferred, the most usual one is:

It is important to note that the phase advance cannot regress, the function Arctg has thus the
following definition:

Arctgfx) = arctanfx)
Arctgfxj = n + arctanfxj
Arctgf °°) = TCI2

if
if

x>0
x < 0

The various types of functions used for the orbit dispersion and the /^-function are still
available for the betatron phase.
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4.5 Periodic structures

MuAt[ch,cr,n,] is the betatron phase advance at the end of the channel ch when the cr-vector
and the betatron phase at the input to ch are s and //.
MuAt[ch,o~,fX,s] is the betatron phase at the distance s from the origin of ch.
MuAH[ch,a, ]Li,dv] is the list of the betatron phases at the input of all the elements of ch
appended by the total phase advance.
MuPlot[ch,G,ji.,opts] plot the betatron phase all along the channel ch. Maihematica graphics
options are denoted by opts.

The example concerns the beam line already studied. It turns out that the phase advance at the
input of the third element is exactly 7t/2. A warning message is issued but the calculation is not
altered.

ln[l]:
{q,s,b}={Q[2],SS[2],Bend[.2]>;
ch=Channel[q,s,b,s];
si=Sigma [1,0];
MuAt[ch,si,0]

In[5]:=
MuAt[ch,si,0,3.]

In[6]:=

MuAll[ch,si,0]

Out[4]=

Power::infy Infinite expression

1/0 encountered

1.81577

Out [5] =
1.73595

Out[6]=

{0,0, 1.5708, 1.5708, 1.81577}

The same warning messages occur during the plot of the function but they have no
consequences.

In[7]:=
MuPlot[ch,

Out[7]=

1.75
1.5

1.25
1

0.75
0.5

0.25
0

7 L _

_ 2 _ _ -
/
/

^ttaitr "

i

i

s[m]

4.5 Periodic structures

The periodic structures or periods are a special case of paramount importance. In a ring, a
particle does indeed see the same magnetic configuration at each turn. Moreover, transfer lines
and accelerators as well are almost always made of periodic cells. The beam which circulates
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4. Beam envelope

in such structures has then very specific properties: the a- and D-vectors are identical at the
beginning and at the end of the structure and thus satisfy cyclic boundary conditions.

4.5.1 Transfer matrix

An arbitrary transfer matrix cannot be the transfer matrix of a period in general. The cr-vector
must satisfy the periodicity condition:

<j(s + L) = o(s)

where L is the length of the period. As ft and a are the same at both ends, C is the identity
matrix in the transfer matrix MQ of a period and S can be rewritten:

If Q is the number of betatron oscillations over the period or, more briefly, the tune, the total
phase advance is 2nQ and Mo is thus:

MQ=I COS 2nQ+S0sin27uQ .

A given structure can be a period if the trigonometric terms introduced in the transfer matrix
and especially the cosine are smaller than 1. This requirement leads to the stability condition:

Trace(M0)<2 .

4.5.2 Tune and chromaticity

The tunes play a basic role in the stability of a machine against the various perturbations to
which the beam may be submitted. The full knowledge of Q necessitates a complete tracing of
the phase advance through the period. Very often, it is only its decimal part which is relevant.
This is especially the case of the chromaticity which is the variation of Q with the momentum
error Ap/p. Knowing cos 2nQ is thus sufficient and calculating the trace of Mo is much faster
than tracing the phase advance. Sometimes, the definition of the chromaticity is limited to the
first derivative of Q with respect to Ap/p. In fact, it is as easy with the help of a symbolic
program to get the exact function Q(Ap/p) by applying the following transformations to the
deflection angle, focal length, focusing strength, and edge angles:
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4.5 Periodic structures

p

4.5.3 a-vector

The values of /? and a result from the identification of the Cartesian and polar forms of the
transfer matrix:

_

si

4.5.4 D-vector

The D-vector at the end of a period is the eigenvector of the (3,3) transfer matrix associated

with the eigenvalue 1:

(1 m22
2(1 - cos 2nQ) 2(1 - cos 2nQ)

The orbit dispersion exists in a period only if the tune is not integer.

4.5.5 The function Period

In BeamOptics, the operator Period specifies that a beam line is a period and treats the
horizontal and vertical planes simultaneously. It can either return the entire properties of a
period or be restricted to some of them which are related to the betatron oscillations or to the
orbit dispersion.
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4. Beam envelope

Period[ch,opts] returns the full properties of the periodic channel ch defined in the horizontal
plane. The options opts belong to Graphics or to OpticsColors.
Period[ch,Sigma[],opts] returns the ovector at the end of ch and the graph of the
/J-functions.
Period[ch,Mu[],opts] returns the betatron tunes of ch and the graph of the betatron phase
advances.
Period[ch,CosMu[],opts] returns the cosine of the betatron tunes of ch.
Period[ch,DVector[],opts] returns the D-vector at the ends of ch and the graph of the orbit
dispersion.

The results consist of a list of substitution rules.

OpticsPlot —> - Graphics - , name of the graph.
DVectorEnd -> dv, name of the D-vector at the ends of the period.
Path -» p, orbit dilatation.
SigmaEnd —> {o^, <rv}, horizontal and vertical G-vectors at the ends of the period.
Tunes —> [Q^, Qv}, horizontal and vertical tunes.

A triplet cell is studied in the next example. The length of the drift space which joins two
quadrupoles is set equal to 1. The focal length of the quadrupoles is the same as the length / of
the upstream drift space. When the data lead to impossible solutions (7 < 2), an error message is
issued.

Out[6]=

12

10

8

6

4

0

b=Bend[Pi/24];
{sl,s2}=SS[{3,l}];
{qf,qd}=Q[{3,-3>]
ch=Channel[b,sl,qd,s2,qf];
chl=Mirror|ch];
Period[chl,Sigma[]]

~J_
1

{ \V
4

s[m]

{ O p t i c s P l o t - > - G r a p h i c s - ,
SigmaEnd->{Sigma[3.3541 , 0 ] ,

Sigma[6 .36396,0]}}
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4.5 Periodic structures

Out [7] =
Period[chl,DVector[] ]

In[8] : =
Period[chl,Mu[]]

In[9]:=
Period[chl/.3->l,Sigma[],

DisplayFunction->ldentity]

D[m]

I

0.8

0.6

0.4 /

11\\\
0 4

s[m]
8

{OpticsPlot->-Graphics-,
DVectorEnd->DVector[0.392699,

0 ] ,
Path->PiA2/96}

Out 18] =

1.5

1.25

1

0.75

0.5

0.25

0
0

s [m]

{OpticsPlot->-Graphics-,
SigmaEnd -> {Sigma[3.3541, 0],

Sigma[6.36396,0]},
0.841069 0.61548

Tunes -> { , }}
Pi Pi

Out [9] =
Period::cos: Horizontal motion is
unstable.

i

4.5.6 Half-period

When a period is symmetric with respect to its mid-point, it is often sufficient to study half of
it. The calculations are notably simplified with respect to a general period since the
combination of the cyclic boundary conditions with the symmetry condition

imposes the boundary conditions:

a(L) = a(0) = 0, D\L) = D'(0) = 0 .
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4. Beam envelope

The operator of a half-symmetric period is HalfPeriod and its syntax and output are the same
as for Period.

HalfPeriod[ch,opts] returns the full properties of the periodic channel ch defined in the
horizontal plane. The options opts belong to Graphics or to OpticsColors.
HaIfPeriod[ch,Sigma[],opts] returns the <r-vector at the input end of ch and the graph of the
^-functions.
HalfPeriod[ch,Mu[],opts] returns the half-betatron tunes of the entire period and the graph
of the betatron phase advances.
HalfPeriod[ch,CosMu[],opts] returns the half-traces of ch transfer matrix.
HalfPeriod[ch,DVector[],opts] returns the D-vector at the input end of ch and the graph of
the orbit dispersion.

The triplet described in the previous section is symmetric. It is studied again for comparison
with HalfPeriod.

Out[5]=
b=Bend[Pi/24];
{sl,s2}=SS[{3,l}];
{qf,qd}=Q[{3,-3}]
ch=Channel[b,sl,qd,s2,qf] ;
hp=HalfPeriod[ch]

12

10

8
ft

4

2

/

) / \

j

2
slm]

{OpticsPlot -> -Graphics - ,
SigmaEnd->{Sigma[3 Sqr t [5 ]12 , 0 ] ,
Sigma[9/ S q r t [ 2 ] , 0 ] } ,
Tunes->{0.42 0534/Pi,

0.30774 / P i } ,
DVectorEnd -> DVector[Pi/8, 0],
Path->PiA2/192}

4.6 Beam size

The beam size results from the convolution of the particle distributions in the momentum and
betatron spaces. If the momentum distribution is uniform as is the case in storage rings, the
beam size is given by:
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4.6 Beam size

for extreme orbits of relative momentum error ±(Ap/2p) and an emittance £. In accelerators,
the momentum distribution is not uniform and the beam size is

The beam envelope is obtained with the functions: BeamAll, BeamAt, Plot and
AbsoluteBeamPlot.

BeamAH[ch,o,S,£,Ap] returns the list of the beam sizes at the input to each of the elements of
the channel ch appended by the beam size at the end of ch. The a- and D-vectors at the input
to ch are o and 5. The beam emittance and the full range of relative momentum errors are e
and Ap.
BeamAt[ch,a,8,E,Ap] returns the beam size at the end of ch.
BeamAt[ch,a,8,£,Ap,s] is the beam size at the distance s from the origin of ch.
BeamPIot[ch,a,8,e,Ap] plots the beam size all along the channel ch. The optional arguments
opts are Mathematica graphics options.
AbsoIuteBeamPlot[ch,0,8,e,Ap] plots the absolute beam size all along the channel ch.

The beam envelope in the half-triplet of the previous section is represented with Plot still with
application of replacement rules. The emittance in both planes is 1 fim, the maximum relative
momentum error is 1%.

In[6]:=
{sih,siv}=SigmaEnd/.hp;
dvh=DVectorEnd/.hp;
em=10A-6;
dp=10A-2;
BeamPlot[ch,sih,dvh,em,dp,

PlotStyle->Black]

Out[7]=

12

10

beam [mm]

/ i

2
s[m]

As there is no bend in the vertical plane, the vertical orbit dispersion is 0.
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4. Beam envelope

In[11]:=
dw=DVector [0 ,0 ] ;
chv=ToVertical[ch];
BeamPlot [chv, s iv , dw, em, dp] ;

Out [13] =

2.8

2.7

2.6

2.5

2.3

2.2

2.1

beam [mm]

v\\Y
2

s[m]

The example of LEAR (Section 3.4.1) is resumed for AbsoluteBeamPlot. The momentum error
is set to 0 and the beam size corresponds to the betatron width. The emittance of 0.2 is
exaggerated for reasons of legibility. Here too, the option PlotStyle applies to the beam size
only.

Out[6]=
{si,s2,s3,s4,s5}=
SS[{4.065,0.336,1.059,

0.016,0.073}];
{bl/b2}=Bend[{1.117,2.135},

{.24091,.5448822}];
{qf,qd}=Q[{.5058, .5115},

{ 1.27,-1.4}];
ch=Channel[sl,qf,s2,qd,s3,

bl,s4,b2,s5];
hp=HalfPeriod[ch,

DisplayFunction->Identity];
{dv,{sih,siv}}=
{DVectorEnd,SigmaEnd}/.hp;

AbsoluteBeamPlot[ch,sih,dv,.2,0];

4.7 Emittances in dissipative machines

The Courant and Snyder theory on which all the previous calculations have been based
assumes that the emittance is a constant of the motion which is true when the forces which act
on the particles are external to the beam. This is no longer true when the particles are submitted
to interactions coming from within the beam. Scattering on the residual gas, Coulomb
scattering between the particles, space-charge forces, emission of photons by synchrotron
radiation, cooling techniques are examples of such interactions.
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4.7 Emittances in dissipative machines

4.7.1 Synchrotron radiation

The radiative loss due to synchrotron emission (Section 3.3.1) is compensated by a linear
acceleration in RF cavities. A process of energy loss followed by linear acceleration produces a
shrinkage of the beam [10, 11] in all its dimensions: the bunch becomes shorter and the
envelope diminishes. This phenomenon is termed cooling because it can be analysed in terms
of a temperature reduction of the various phase-spaces. If the emittance is taken as a measure
of the beam size, its evolution during cooling follows the first-order differential equation

— I ( £ — £00) = 0
dt x

whose solution is

£ = £Oe T

for an initial emittance equal to % The damping factors can be expressed as the inverses of
time constants Tj and Tt, for the longitudinal and transverse motions respectively:

In these expressions, E is the energy of the reference particle, L the length of the ring, B the
dipole field and G the gradient of a combined function magnet. The orbit dispersion D is either
horizontal or vertical. The influence of the gradient G manifests itself not only in combined
function magnets but also at the edges of non-sector dipoles. The motion is damped if the
damping factor is positive. This may not be the case for the horizontal motion in combined-
function machines; damping has then to be restored by special sets of dipoles (wigglers or
undulators).

The expression of the damping factors results from classical electromagnetic theory where the
radiation is assumed to be produced continuously. In reality, the emission of light is quantized
and there is an associated noise which blows the beam up. The final emittance e^ corresponds
to an equilibrium between damping and blow-up. In the longitudinal phase plane, the quantity
relevant to beam optics is the residual relative energy spread
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where the factor cx contains, as expected, the Planck constant:

1 55 hy5

96-V3

4. Beam envelope

still with EQ, the rest energy of the particle, expressed in electronvolts. In the transverse planes,
the limit emittances have a similar form:

1 LrH&s

where H is the Courant and Snyder quadratic form applied to the orbit dispersion and its
derivative:

The characteristics of synchrotron damping are provided by the function SynchrotronDamping
which accepts a 3D reference trajectory and thus requires horizontal and vertical o- and
D-vectors as input data.

SynchrotronDamping[ch,GjpDh,a^Dv>E,E0] returns a list of rules specifying the damping
times Th (TauH), Tv (TauV), T\ (TauL) in s, the residual r.m.s. energy spread (EnergySpread),
the horizontal (EmittanceH) and vertical (EmittanceV) limit emittances in m for the channel
ch. The input a- and D-vectors are <rh, D^ and ow, Dv in the horizontal and vertical planes.
The particle total energy and rest energy E and EQ are expressed in MeV.

The function is illustrated for a combined-function synchrotron, the CERN PS [12], into which
electrons (EQ = 0.511 MeV) are injected at 600 MeV. The machine is made of 10 periods and
each period has a mirror symmetry. It has to be noted that the energy loss is given for the half-
period; for a complete turn, it has to be multiplied by 20. In contrast, the damping times are a
property of the period. The horizontal oscillations are anti-damped (negative sign for Th and
negative final emittance) as is usually the case in combined-function machines. The limit
vertical emittance is 0 in that semiclassical theory; in practice, it is determined by the finite
coupling between the horizontal and vertical motions.
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4.7 Emittances in dissipative machines

{sl,s2>=SSr{1.5,1.6}];
{f,d}=N@Bend[7 Pi/10,

Pi/100,
.057(1,-1}];

ch=Channel[si,f,d,
s2,d,£,s2,f,d,
s2,d,f,s2,f,d,sl];

hp=HalfPeriod[ch,
DisplayFunction->Identity];

{sh,sv}=SigmaEnd/.hp;
dh=DVectorEnd/.hp;
dv=DVector[0,0];
SynchrotronDamping[
ch,sh,dh,sv,dv,600, .511]

in [9]: =
SynchrotronEnergyLoss[ch,600/.511]

Out[8]=
{TauL -> 2.83619,
EnergySpread -> 0.0000373758,
TauH -> -6.37767,
EmittanceH -> -1.31
TauV -> 15.3226,
EmittanceV -> 0}

10 -9

Out[9]=
8.2 10~6

4.7.2 Intrabeam scattering

Intrabeam scattering is the multiple small-angle Coulomb interaction of charged particles
within bunched or coasting beams [13]. This effect causes both longitudinal and transverse
beam diffusion, that can lead to the growth of the momentum spread and one or both transverse
beam dimensions. Intrabeam scattering growth rates are evaluated using the Bjorken and
Mtingwa formalism [14] based on the scattering-matrix theory, considering the variations of
dispersion and betatron functions along the lattice. The instantaneous diffusion growth times
Tt i of the transverse emittances and momentum spread are defined by

1 1 deXly 1 1

T t(0 6t

in which fy is the transverse emittance at one standard deviation and oj is the r.m.s. value of
relative momentum dispersion Ap/p. The growth rate averages over the lattice in the three
planes may be cast into the general form

1 a= - J J[Trace^M(a))jTrace\{M + - 37race(M(a)(M +

where the matrix M^a) stands for M^x\ M^y\ and M^\ respectively

1 -y<P

-y&

0

2D2

0
Pi
0 0

'0 0 0
0 0 0

\
0 0 1

/

1°
0

,0

0
1

0

0N

0
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4. Beam envelope

and

M= (8)

a=x,y,8

a =

4*jKp3y4£xeyL<J5

for bunched beams

for coasting beams

In the above expressions, L is the period length, Nh the number of particles per bunch, N the
total number of particles, c0 the velocity of light, /? and /the relativistic factors. The particles
are characterized by their atomic mass A and atomic number Z. For leptons, A is the ratio of the
particle mass to the electron mass. The classical proton or electron radius is r0. The ion radius
is

r0 = r0Z
2/A .

The range of the Coulomb interaction comes in the Coulomb logarithm [15, 16]

being limits for the impact parameter. In most cases the Coulomb logarithm lies
between 10 and 20.

The final expressions for the growth rates [17] are:

ex ey
A(s)ds

A_/*x
£y e x

h -^— ds

1 Amy2L
_ /i my t

L CT5 0
£x By

>-2^\G2(s)
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4.7 Emittances in dissipative machines

in which

AVAdA
J 7 1 ; ^ 3 7 2 ' 2 ( ) J
0 (A3 + ax A

2 + ̂  A + c) 01 A3 + ax A
2 + bx A + cj

are the azimuthal-dependent scattering integrals and

Px£x £

PyY D*

x

m) i^PjiPy

erg

£y £ x Cy

where m is 1 for coasting beams and 2 for bunched beams. The above expressions are those of
Bjorken and Mtingwa in the case of ultrarelativistic beams.

The accuracy of the growth rate averages is improved by an explicit integration through all the
lattice elements [18]. This is especially important for lattices which have zero or negative orbit
dispersion.

The function IBS calculates intrabeam scattering growth times in the longitudinal and

transverse planes.
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4. Beam envelope

IBS[ch, p, Njj, &x> e", <3S, C5, opts] returns a list of rules for the intrabeam scattering growth
times T5 (TauL), Tx (TauH), Ty (TauV) in 5. The input data is the period ch, the particle
momentum p in eV/c, the number of particles per bunch Afb (or the total number of particles
AO, the normalized emittances e£?y (£x,y=/^x,y^ a t o n e standard deviation, the r.m.s. bunch
length Gj and the the r.m.s. relative momentum error a§. The arguments opts are the options of

IBS:
Averaged -» True for averaged optical functions or False for integrated optical functions.
Default: True.
Bunched —> True for bunched beams or False for coasting beams. Default: True.
Particle —> Ion[A,Z] for a hadron of atomic mass A and atomic number Z.
Lepton[A,Z] for a lepton of mass-to-electron-mass ratio A and charge Z. Default: Ion[l, 1]
(proton).

A lead ion of atomic mass 208 and atomic number 82 is defined by Ion[208,82], an electron by
Lepton[l,-1], a positron by Lepton[l,l] and a positive muon by Lepton[206.768, 1].

The function is illustrated for the test case of a lead-ion beam at 7 TeV equivalent proton
energy in the future CERN LHC with parameters:

Nb = 108 ions/bunch, e" y = 1(T6m, a, = 0.075 m, <T5 = 0.113 x 10~3 .

The lattice is an arc cell of the LHC [19]. It has to be noted that the vertical dimension of the
beam is very slowly damped while both the horizontal dimension and the momentum
dispersion grow as is usually the case in storage rings.

In[l] := Out [7] := "
{sl, S2, S3, s4}= {TauL -> 12755.9,
SS[{1.93, 2.42, 1.46, 0.49}]; TauH -> 9838.77,

b=Bend[14.2,.00051]; TauV -> -83890080.0}
{qf, qd}=
Q[3.1,{ 0.0087265,-0.0087278}];
{cellF, cellD}=
Channel[sl,{qf, qd}, s2,

b , S3, b , s3, b, s4];
ch=Join[cellD,cellF];
{p,n,ex,ey,ez,ep}=
{7*10*12,10*8,

10*-6,10A-6, 0.075, 0.113*10*-3};
XBS[ch, p,n,ex,ey,ez,ep.

Particle -> Ion[208, 82]]
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Chapter 5

Optical modules

The previous chapters consisted of the analysis of existing optical beam lines. This chapter
deals with the generation of beam lines which satisfy given requirements, it is for beam optics
the equivalent of network synthesis in electrical engineering. The modules have been
parametrized using the symbolic facilities of BeamOptics. The basic tools are the functions
SigmaAt for betatron tracking from the beginning to the end of the line and DVectorAt for
dispersion tracking. Their application, although simple, may lead to results whose
interpretation requires techniques proper to symbolic manipulation such as factorization or
simplification. These details will not be reported and only closed expressions will be quoted.

5.1 Special periods

The repetitive structure of an accelerator lattice is a period. Three types are described: the
FODO cell, the triplet, and a special type of isochronous period based on FODO cells and
missing magnets.

5.1.1 FODO cell

A FODO cell is a classical period often used in accelerator and storage ring design (Fig. 10).
The reference cell of total length L is made of thin elements, the quadrupoles have the same
focal length/and the dipoles have the same horizontal deflection angle (j).
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5. Optical modules

B/2

Fig. 10: Reference FODO cell.

This cell has been studied in depth [20, 21]. Basic is the correspondence between the focal
length and the betatron phase advance //:

f 1

The focal length must thus be larger than the half-distance beween two quadrupoles. The focal
length of the quadrupole doublet is the same in both planes and equal to

The P and D functions are extremum at the quadrupoles:

Pmax .
L

Mnax _

1 + sin —
2

sin ii

. + S m 2 "

Pmin
L

Anin

S m 2
sin//

2-sin 2"

It has to be noted that L and 0 are scaling parameters. Furthermore, the expressions could have
been written as functions of / and would have been algebraic. Those properties are very
important to alleviate the symbolic calculations related to FODO cells. The variations of the
normalized expressions of /Jmax and Dm a x are plotted in Fig. 11. The function Dm a x decreases
monotonically and /?max has its minimum value 1.6651 at 0.424TZ; or near 76.3°.
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5.1 Special periods

5

4

3
Pmax

L 2

1

\

Dtnax
L<t>
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U/7I

0.8

Fig. 11: Variations of /3m a x (black) and £>max (grey) vs the cell phase advance.

At the ends of the cell, ft, a, D, and D'are given by:

7 _ 1

L 2sin \i

2
D 3 + cos D'

cos—

1

sin—
2

The reference cell may have a different order of elements according to the applications. Of
particular interest is the configuration (F/2, B, D, F/2) which is symmetric with respect to the
middle of the D lens. This flexibility is made available in the function FODO of BeamOptics.

In FODO, the quadrupoles are split into two parts so that their middle can be accessed. The
origin may be changed with the option CellOrigin. Furthermore, all the quantities
homogeneous to a length (f, (3, D) are normalized to the total length of the cell; for a total
length different from 1, the real values are obtained using the option CellLength.

FODO[f,opts] returns the betatron properties of a FODO cell whose quadrupole focal length
is/. The options opts belong to Plot, OpticsColors or OpticsModules.
FODO[f,<j),opts] returns the full properties a FODO cell whose quadrupole focal length is /
and deflection per dipole <j> expressed in radians.
FODO[Sm[(j/2],opts] returns the betatron properties of a FODO cell of phase advance /A.
FODO[Sin[|i/2],<j),opts] return the full properties of a FODO cell of phase advance /i and
deflection (f> per dipole.

The options of OpticsModules relevant to FODO are:
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5. Optical modules

CellOrigin —> n sets the origin at the beginning of the n-th element of the reference cell.
(Default: n = 1)
CellLength —> / specifies the total length / of the cell. (Default: 1=1)

The results consist of a list of substitution rules similar to those of Period with, in addition, the
structure of the beam line and the chromaticity.

BeamLine —> ch, structure of the cell.
Chromaticity —>Q', first-order chromaticity of the cell.

The properties of the FODO cell expressed as functions of the focal length / and a unit
deflection angle are given by FODO[f,l].

In[l] .-= Out[l] =
FODO[f,l] {BeamLine->Channel[

B e n d [ 1 / 2 ] , S S [ l / 4 ] , Q [ 2 f ] , Q [ 2 f ] ,
S S [ l / 4 ] , B e n d [ l ] , S S [ l / 4 ] ,
Q [ - 2 f ] , Q [ - 2 f ] , S S [ l / 4 ] ] ,
Bend[1/2] ]

SigmaEnd->
{Sigma[(-1+32 f A 2 ) /

(4 Sqrt[-1+16 fA2]),
-4 f /Sqrt[-1+16 fA2]],

Sigma[(-l+32 fA2)/
(4 Sqrt[-1+16 f A2] ),
-4 f/Sqrt[-l+16 fA2]]},

Chromaticity ->
-l/(Pi Sqrt[-1+16 fA2]),

DVectorEnd->
Dvector[(-l+64 fA2)/8,4f],
Path-> (-1+64 fA2)/4}

A FODO cell of phase advance Til3>, deflection KI\2 per bending magnet, total length 2 m and
origin at the middle of the F-quadrupole (4th element) is illustrated in the next example.
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5.7 Special periods

Out 11] =
FODO[Sin[Pi/6],Pi/12,

CellLength->2,
CellOrigin->4]

0.2 0.4 0.6
s[m]

0.8 1

{OpticsPlot -> -Graphics-,
BeamLine ->
Channel[
Q[2], SS[l/2], Bend[Pi/12],
SS[l/2], Q[-2], Qt-2],
SS[l/2], Bend[Pi/24],
Bend[Pi/24], SS[l/2], Q[2]],
SigmaEnd ->
{Sigma[2 Sqrt[3],0],
Sigma[2/Sqrt[3] ,0] },

Chromaticity ->-1/(Sqrt[3] Pi),
DVectorEnd ->DVector[5Pi/12,0],
Path -> 5PiA2/96

The FODO cell can be generalized to include finite length elements and quadrupoles of
different focal lengths but they have then to be studied with the functions Period or HalfPeriod.

5.1.2 Collins insertion

A Collins insertion differs from a FODO cell by the spacing of the quadrupoles which exceeds
half of the cell length. It can be placed between identical FODO cells without affecting the
/J-functions and, since its length is adjustable, it acts like a trombone. This feature is especially
interesting when the length of a beam line is constrained. It was first invented [22] for long
insertions but can be used as a short matching cell as well. It does not match the orbit
dispersion and has thus to be used in a zero-dispersion region. The focal length is independent
of the length and is conveniently expressed with the Twiss parameter y.

/"- —
~ r '•

The maximum possible phase advance is nJ2, then the length is maximum and equal to
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5. Optical modules

For an arbitrary cell length L, the quadrupole spacing d is the solution of a cubic equation but
its expression as a function of the length I of the end drift spaces is simpler:

1laA

d =

A Collins insertion is described by the function Collins.

h, opts] returns the properties of a Collins insertion whose horizontal er-vector at
the end is aj,. The options are the same as for FODO but the default value of CellLength is

The example shows a Collins insertion matched to FODO cells of 2fl/3 phase advance. It
should be noted that its length is smaller than 1, the default length of a FODO cell, and that it is
automatically tuned to 7t/2, the default phase advance.

Out[3]=

1.4

1.2

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

0 0.2

fd=FODO[Sin[Pi/3],
DisplayFunction->Identity];

{sih,siv}=SigmaEnd/.fd;
Collins[sih] 1

/f
\
\

\ /
\ /

V
\//

0.4
s[m]

0.6 0.8

{OpticsPlot -> -Graphics-,
BeamLine ->
Channel[
SS[l/4Sqrt[3]], Q[l/2Sqrt[3]
SS[l/Sqrt[3J], Q[-l/2Sqrt[3]
SS[l/4Sqrt[3]]],
SigmaEnd ->
{Sigma[5/4Sqrt[3],-2],
Sigma[5/4Sqrt[3], 2]},

Tunes->{.25, .25}

Collins cells are sometimes used to focus the beam in low-energy linear accelerators. The
quadrupoles are then sandwiched between two cavities, and acceleration takes place in the long
section.
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5.7 Special periods

5.1.3 Quasi-isochronous period

D
B

D

B

Fig. 12: Possible configuration for a quasi-isochronous period.

As has been seen in Section 3.2.2, the particles of various momenta travel on orbits which, in
general, have different lengths. The particles thus rotate at different revolution frequencies and
there is usually a special energy, the transition energy, for which the contributions of the
velocity and of the orbit length to the revolution frequency variation cancel each other; the
machine is then isochronous. In many applications, it is very useful to suppress the transition
energy but, as the velocity contribution is strictly positive (1/y2), the momentum compaction
must then be negative. It is actually rather difficult to imagine that orbits of high-momentum
particles can be shorter than orbits of low-momentum particles. Nevertheless such orbit
configurations do exist even when all the deflection angles have the same sign. It will be shown
in Chapter 6 that a perturbation such as a momentum error creates an orbit modulation

dt

sin Pit)

This is the expression of the orbit dispersion D as a function of the jS-function and of the
betatron phase advance /I. The curvilinear abscissae s and t refer to the observation and
perturbation elements respectively. The length of the period is C. The perturbations lie in the
change of curvature radius of the bending magnets with respect to the reference value p on the
central orbit. The sign of the dispersion changes abruptly when the tune Q traverses an integer
value. It is therefore in the vicinity of an integer tune that the dispersion and the momentum
compaction can be negative [23-29]. The problem is to find a structure which can be tuned
near an integer. In a regular FODO cell, this is impossible but, if an irregularity is introduced in
the bending magnet distribution, then the difficulty is solved. A classical perturbation consists
of missing magnets (Fig. 12). This technique has already been applied in the past but what is
special in BeamOptics is the analytical evaluation of the orbit dispersion and of the incremental
path length as a function of the individual cell phase advance.
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5. Optical modules

The tune of the period made of n cells of betatron phase advance JIQ is close to the integer

In

and h belongs to the range (1, n/2-1) if n is even or (1, int(n/2)) if n is odd, int(x) being the
integer closest to but smaller than JC. The function int is called Floor in Mathematica. In this
type of period, the decoupling is complete between the focusing and the dispersion: the
/^-functions are exactly the same as in a FODO cell and the orbit dispersion is inflenced only by
the distribution of the bending magnets. The functions IsoHalfPeriod and IsoPeriod return the
properties of a symmetrical and of a general period without momentum compaction.

IsoHalfPeriod[n,opts] returns the full properties a symmetrical period made of n half FODO
cells.
IsoPeriod[n,opts] returns the betatron properties a general period made of n FODO cells.

The graphic options opts belong OpticsColors and Plot. The special options are:

Deflection —» <j>, deflection angle per bending magnet (Default: 1).
MissingMagnet —> {m ,̂ .mj,-..}, list of the missing magnets in the range (1, n) for
IsoHalfPeriod (Default: {1}) and (l,2n) for IsoPeriod (Default: [n, n+2}).
Resonance —» h, harmonic number of the tune (Default: int{nlA)).
CellLength -> /, length of a FODO cell (Default: 1).

The elements of the output are those of FODO with, in addition:

ResonanceRange —» {hj, h2}, range of the possible harmonics of the period.

Moreover, the orbit dispersion vector and the incremental path length are given both in
numeric and symbolic form. The functions IsoHalfPeriod and IsoPeriod are illustrated for the
simplest structure made of three cells.
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5.1 Special periods

XsoHalfPeriod[3]
Out[l] =

j 5

0.5

0

\

\

1 >
K
1

9 0.2

v /x
0.4

V

\ /
/
V
" " • —

0.6 0.8 1
sfm]

\

N
A

1.2

/

/
/ Q

{OpticsPlot -> -Graphics-,
BeamLine -> Channel[
Q[ 0.674098], SS[l/2] ,
Q[-0.337049], SS[l/4],
Bendfl], SS[l/4], Q[0.337049],
SS[l/4], Bend[l], SS[l/4],
Q[-0.674098]],

ResonanceRange -> {1, 1},
SigmaEnd->{Sigma[1.75056 , 0],

SigmafO.259578, 0]},
Tunes -> {0.398993, 0.398993},
DVectorEnd ->
{DVector[2.49173, 0],

2 #2(-l+4#+32#2)
DVectorf ,0]&} ,

-1+12#2

Path ->{0,

(l+7#-8#2-64#3)

4(-l+12#2)

The position of the missing magnet is determined by a variety of considerations. Among them
is the phase advance between missing magnets because in the drift spaces left by those
magnets are usually located elements such as kicker and septum magnets which must be an
odd multiple of quarter wave-lengths apart. Another aspect is the maximum orbit dispersion
which affects the quadrupole aperture. In the next structure, it is the third magnet which is
shifted and the maximum dispersion is reduced from 2.5 m to 1.7 m.
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5. Optical modules

ln[l]: =
ihr>=
IsoHalfPeriod[3,

MissingMagnet->{3}] ;
Short[ihp]

0ut[2]//Short=

1.5
1

~aL o
-0.5

-1

V i 7

is \
\ /

\ i >

<

D
[m

]

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4
s[m]

{OpticsPlot -> -Graphics-,
<<5>>,
Path ->{0,

(l+8#) ( l + « 3 » )
&}

4(-l+12#2)

}

A general period is no longer constrained by the condition of symmetry and there is more
flexibility to adjust the position of the magnets. As a counterpart, the computation time

increases.

ip=IsoPeriod[3];
Short[ip]

0 0.5 I 1.5 2 2.5

{OpticsPlot -> -Graphics-,

Path ->{0,

(l + 8#)

4(-l+12#2)

The zero value of the momentum compaction is somewhat arbitrary and, in practice, it is
necessary to explore the properties of the period when the focal length of the cell is varied.
Here lies the interest of the symbolic form of the output. As an example of application, the
variation of the incremental path length is plotted versus the focal length for the above period
in the neighborhood of the resonance and of the zero-momentum compaction.
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5.1 Special periods

In [3]: =
{{dv,d},{pa,p}}=
{DVectorEnd,Path}/.ip;

gl=Plot[d[mu],{mu,Pi/10,Pi},
PlotStyle->Black,
DisplayFunction->Identity];

g2=Plot [p[mu], {mu,Pi/10,Pi},
PlotStyle->{6ray,
DisplayFunction-Mdentity] ;

Show[gl,g2,

Frame-> True/
FrameLabel->
( T / " D [m]", nn,
"path [m]"},

DisplayFunction->
$DisplayFunction];

Out[6]=

0 0.5

5.1.4 Triplet cell

B/2

\

B/2

\
\

Fig. 13: Symmetric triplet.

The great advantage of the FODO cell is the decoupling of the j3-functions in the two planes
because all the chromatic or geometric aberrations can be corrected in an optimal way. As a
corollary, the principal planes are far apart and the doublet can, in no way, be replaced by an
equivalent lens. In contrast, a triplet (Fig. 13) may be replaced [30, 31] by a single lens which
focuses in both planes should the distance d be small enough with respect to the focal length /
as is shown in the Fig. 14 which has been produced by the function Focus.
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position [m]

-0.5

0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35
s[m]

Fig. 14: Equivalence between triplet and single lens.

The focal length of a triplet (F, 2D, F) is

/triplet 2 J ( y + ̂  •

The signs - and + apply to the horizontal and vertical planes respectively. If d is small with
respect to/ , then both focal lengths are equal to/2/(2J). When the triplet is used as a period, it
is sufficient that the a-values be zero at the ends and the distance / becomes a scaling
parameter. Note that the ends cannot be exact foci for both planes; moreover, it is true that a is
zero at a focus but, conversely, a point where a is zero is not necessarily a focus as is clear, for
instance, in the case of a FODO cell. The expressions of the J3 and D functions at the ends of
the cell are, with the sign conventions of the focal length:

(+d/+yz+d/)(±d/-d/+/2)

The solution exists if the condition

d< J
l + f

is fulfilled. The beam cannot be round (/^ = /3V) at the ends of a symmetric triplet and the orbit
dispersion can only be zero if there is no bend. The characteristics of a triplet are given by the
function Triplet.
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5.1 Special periods

Triplet[f,d,opts] returns the betatron properties of a triplet cell whose quadrupole focal
length is / and distance between quadrupoles is d. The options opts belong to Plot,
OpticsColors or OpticsModiiles.

Triplet[f,d,<j>,optsJ returns the full properties a triplet cell whose quadrupole focal length i s /
and total deflection is 0.

The options OpticsModules relevant to Triplet are:

CellOrigin -» n sets the origin at the beginning of the n-th element of the reference cell.
(Default: n = 1)
FinalLength —»I specifies the final length I of the cell. (Default: I - 1)

Out[l]=
Triplet[2,.6,1.,

CellOrigin->7,
FinalLength-> 2 ]

{OpticsPlot -> -Graphics-,
BeamLine ->
C h a n n e l [ Q [ - 2 ] , S S [ 0 . 6 ] , Q [ 4 ] ,

Q [ 4 ] , S S [ 2 . ] , B e n d t O . 5 ] ,

B e n d [ 0 . 5 ] , S S [ 2 . ] , Q [ 4 ] , Q [ 4 ] ,

S S [ 0 . 6 ] , Q [ - 2 ] ] ,

S i g m a E n d - > { S i g m a [ 3 . 0 5 5 0 5 , 0 . ] ,

Sigma[8.32666, 0.]},
Tunes -> {0.57964/Pi,

0.765393/Pi},
Chromaticity -> {-0.556456/Pi,

-1.05084/Pi},
DVectorEnd -> DVector[3.33333,

0.],
Path -> 3.33333}

The triplet is sometimes used in low- or medium-energy machines. The close packing of the
quadrupoles leads to high focusing strengths and difficult corrections of the aberrations. Its
application to high-energy machines is reserved for the design of collider insertions, the need
for long straight sections about the crossing point makes the use of variants of the symmetrical
triplet rather frequent.
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5. Optical modules

5.2 Betatron matching modules

If the largest part of a machine is made of regular periods, then injection, extraction, and target
areas usually need special insertions which transfer the fi and a functions of the period to the
specified /3 and a functions at a dedicated point of the insertion. The problem may be very
tough especially in the case of low-/? insertions for which a fully analytical solution cannot
always be found. The method consists, in general, of separating the treatment of betatron and
dispersion functions by cancelling the orbit dispersion at the end of the regular periods
(Section 5.3). The behaviour of the orbit in the modules described in the present section is thus
ignored. Moreover, the matching is performed between special points satisfying either the
crossover conditions existing in the middle of FODO straight sections

or the waist conditions

ry = fY = 0

Modules consisting of a single lens, a doublet, a triplet or a quadruplet (quarter wavelength
transformer, telescope) will be discussed.

5.2.1 Single lens

The module made of a single lens [32] with its adjacent drift spaces can be terminated by
crossover conditions at one end and waist conditions at the other end (Fig. 15). There is
nevertheless a restriction: the fi functions at the symmetry point cannot be equal. It will be
assumed that

Px > Py •

This is the reason why the quadrupole of the figure is defocusing because the vertical
/3-function increases more rapidly than the horizontal one.
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5.2 Betatron matching modules

D

T

Fig. 15: Single lens matching module.

Taking the ft values at the symmetry point as input values, two variables are necessary and
sufficient to satisfy the end conditions. Three quantities are at hand: the distance / from the
symmetry point to the lens, the distance d from the lens to the end point, and the focal length/
of the lens. Any of them can actually act as a scaling parameter and / is chosen for this purpose.

/ = •

_

The function which returns the properties of a single-lens-matching module is MatchingLens.

MatchingLens[px,Py,opts] matches a waist of horizontal and vertical j3-value /?x and j8y with
j3x > /L to a crossover. The options opts may be FinalLength -» I (Default: / = 1) or belong to
Graphics and OpticsColors.

The results consist of a list of substitution rules.

BeamLine —> ch, the channel which represents the matching module.
Chromaticity —> {£x,<,y}, the horizontal and vertical chromaticities.
OpticsPlot -* Graphics, the graph of the /J variations.
SigmaEnd —> {(Jx,o"y}, the horizontal and vertical dvectors at the end point.

The module may be used for a low-/3 insertion such as the one illustrated in the next example.
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MatchingLens[1,.1]

5. Optical modules

Out[l]=

10

8

— 6

ca. 4

2

0

/

/

/

/

\

\

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
s [ml

1.2

{OpticsPlot -> Graphics,
BeamLine ->
Channel[SS[1],

Q[-0.45162] ,
SS[0.227625]],

SigmaEnd->
{Sigma[5.26066,-8.89621] ,
Sigma[5.26066, 8.89621]},

Chromaticity->
{0.352409,1.77966}}

5.2.2 Doublet

If a beam has equal ft values at a symmetry point, then the doublet [32, 33] replaces the single-
lens module. The doublet is made of quadrupoles of equal and opposite focal lengths. The
outer drift spaces have the same length /. The focal length / and the spacing d between the
quadrupoles are the variables of the problem.

D

Fig. 16: Doublet matching module.

The parameters are linked by the remarkably simple expression

/ = ydl .

At the matching point, the j3 and a values are given by

n d n (d + l)2
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5.2 Betatron matching modules

When Pi is small, as in the case of a low-/? insertion, fa ls m e same as the value of (3 at <2F in
the absence of a doublet and the absolute value of a is reduced with respect to the a value at
<2p by the factor 4dA • The a value is as small as possible when the quadrupoles are
maintained close to each other. The function for such a doublet is MatchingDoublet.

The doublet is fully determined if the Twiss parameters are specified at the matching point.
Moreover, a solution exists for the more general case where the two end points are crossovers
and functions like a transformer, a device which will be met again for triplet and quadruplet. A
Collins insertion appears as a doublet which matches two crossovers of identical a-vectors.
The parameters are conveniently expressed by introducing the quantity

«0 =

and the focal and final lengths are given by

_ ^ . ^.z . _ CCQ

7i+72 ' 71+72 '

As the doublet is defined in the horizontal plane with a horizontally focusing lens next to the
matching point, the ^-functions are traced from right to left in Fig. 16 and a^ is negative. In the
expressions of the chromaticity

the signs - and + refer to the horizontal and vertical planes respectively. The doublet is
described by the function MatchingDoublet.

MatchingDoublet[p\d,opts] matches a waist of equal horizontal and vertical j3-value jS'to a
crossover. The spacing between quadrupoles is d. The options opts may be FinalLength —s> I
(Default: / = 1) or belong to Graphics and OpticsColors.
MatchingDoublet[ci|,C2,opts] matches two crossovers of c-vector crj and o^. The options
opts belong to Graphics and OpticsColors.

In the first example, the quadrupole spacing is specified and the final length has its default
value 1. The a-vector at the matching point is provided in the output list and assumes a beam
propagation from the target to the matching point. The output has the form used for
MatchingLens.
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5. Optical modules

md=MatchingDoublet[1, .5]
Out[l] =

7 -- 1
///

/

/

\
\

2 . _

0 0.5 1 1.5
s[m]

2.5

{OpticsPlot -> Graphics ,
BeamLine ->
Channe l tSS l l ] ,Q[ - .7O71] ,SS[1 ] ] ,

Q[.7O71] ,SS[1]]
SigmaEnd->

{Sigma[2.75, 1 .768] ,
Sigma[2.75, -1 .768]}}

In the next example, the (T-vector at the matching point is given. The quadrupole spacing and
the final length are calculated. For both the graph and the beam line of the output list, the beam
direction is taken from the matching point to the target where the /?-value of the round beam is
prescribed. This explains the change of sign for a with respect to the previous case.

Out[2]=

0.35

0.3

0.25

=S 0.15

O.I

0.05

0 0.02

sil=Sigma[.225,-1.414] ;
si2= Sigma[.01, 0];
md=MatchingDoublet[si1,si2 ]

\
V

0.04 0.06
s[m]

0.08

{OpticsPlot -> Graphics,
BeamLine ->
Channel[SS[.0438], Q[.01248] ,

SS[.003556]],
Qt-.01248],SS[.O438]]}

This type of doublet has another interesting property. When two doublets are concatenated to
have the antisymmetric configuration FDFD, they form a period of phase advance tfthat can be
considered as a telescope (Section 5.3) of magnification unity.
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5.2 Betatron matching modules

5.2.3 Triplet

A symmetric triplet (Fig. 17) has enough variables (/, d, / j , /2) to match two points with
different a-vectors [18, 34]. Tracking from input to output provides a system of four non-linear
equations which, after successive eliminations, gives a cubic equation for one variable. Three
solutions at most can thus be found.

D

Fig. 17: Symmetric matching triplet.

A special solution occurs when two crossovers or a crossover and a waist are to be matched.
Then the focal lengths are equal in absolute value

and the parameters of the triplet take the simple form:

a0 al+a2\

«0 = -JPiYi + P2Y1 - 2(1 -

using the notation

with Twiss parameters defined in the horizontal plane. It has to be noted that the expressions of
0CQ for the doublet and the triplet differ by the sign of the last terms under the square root.

MatchingTripIet [crlh,aiv,a2h»C5'2v>opts] matches two points of cr-vectors (cr^, (Tlv) and

(°2h' °2v) u s m § a symmetric triplet. The options opts belong to Graphics and OpticsColors.

The first example shows two solutions for a device which might be a 3 mm final focus of the
type contemplated for muon colliders [35]. The linear solution comes first and provides a
smoother focusing than the one resulting from the cubic equation.
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5. Optical modules

slh=Sigma[.003,0];
slv=slh;
s2h= Sigma [10,-5];
s2v= Sigma[10,5];
MatchingTriplet[slh,slv,s2h,s2v]

0.4

12.5

10

7.5

5

2.5

0

/

y

AA//r }/ |

0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25
s[m]

0.3

{OpticsPlot->{-Graphics-,
-Graphics-},

BeamLine ->
{Channel[SS[0.18192],Q[-.01512] ,

SS[0.01576],Q[ .01512],
SS[0.01576],Q[-.01512],
SS[0.18192]],

Channel[SS[0.13324],Q[-.09759],
SS[0.03574],Q[ .05534],
SS[0.03574],Q[-.09759],
SS[0.13324]]] ;

The second example is an alternative to the A/4 transformer described in the next section and
uses the same input for comparison between different devices. The order of the solutions is the
same as in the previous example.
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5.2 Betatron matching modules

Out[3]=
slh=Sigma[5.26066, -8,89621];
slv=Sigma[5.26066, 8.89621];
s2h=Sigma[3,-Sgrt[2] ];
s2v=Sigma[3, Sqrt[2]];
MatchingTriplet[slh,slv,s2h,s2v]

14
12
10

"s 8

2
0

' ' "! y
| /
j /

\

—-V-zzV 1
1

0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35
s[m]

1000

800

600

400

200

0

• • i •

1J \\\
0 4 6

s[m]
8

{OpticsPlot->{-Graphics-
-Graphics

BeamLine ->
{Channel[SS[0.89664],Q[

SS[1.07376],Q[
SS[1.07376],Q[
SS[0.89664]],

ChannelfSSfO.05565],Q[
SS[O.13385],Q[
SS[O.13385],Q[
SS[O.05565]]] }

10

- } ,

.72434],

.72434],

.72434],

.12205],

.13442],

.12205],

5.2.4 )J4 transformer

A quarter-wavelength transformer [20, 36] is a nil phase advance FODO cell terminated by
quadrupoles Fx and F2 of focal lengths/! and/2 (Fig. 18). The purpose of the transformer is to
match two structures of different c-vectors satisfying the crossover conditions. The /3- and a-
functions are matched by the upstream and downstream quadrupoles respectively.

Fl F

t
D

L/4 L/2

i t
L/4

Fig. 18: Quarter wavelength transformer.

1 I
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5. Optical modules

The matching conditions are fulfilled using the focal lengths/,/j,/2 whose expressions are:

The cell length is automatically defined by the phase advance of TC/2. The BeamOptics function
is Transformer.

Transformer[c7i,a2,opts3 returns the properties of a quarter-wavelength transformer which
matches two crossovers of horizontal c-vectors G\ and C72. The options opts belong to
Graphics or OpticsGolors.

Matching the final focus of Section 5.2.1 to a FODO cell of 7tl2 phase advance and 4 m length
is performed with the following commands.

In [2] : =
sil=Sigma[5.26066, -8.89621];
si2=Sigma[3,-Sqrt[2]];
Transformer[sil,si2]

Outf3J=

10

H

6

4

2

\

\

v X
\

0 2 3
s[m]

4

{OpticsPlot -> Graphics,
BeamLine ->
Channel[Q[.74901],

SS[1.32422],
Q[l.87273],
SS[2.64844],
Qt-1.87273] ,
SS[1.32422],
Q[-8.6642]]

5.3 Telescopic systems

An optical telescope has a diagonal transfer matrix of the type

f-m 0

o - I

and is characterized by the magnification m.
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5.3 Telescopic systems

Fig. 19: Optical telescope.

It is basically built of two lenses whose image focus of one of them coincides with the object
focus of the other (Fig. 19). A ray which enters the telescope parallel to the optical axis leaves
it also parallel to the axis; because of this property, the telescope is afocal. The optical
telescope can be generalized to charged particles [20, 37-39]. On account of the very structure
of the transfer matrix, the betatron phase advance is exactly equal to iz in both planes. The
magnification is the square of the ratio of the output fi to the input fi. A general afocal telescope
and the special case of a module called inversor [39] will be described.

5.3.2 Afocal telescope

A telescope acting on a beam of charged particles is derived from the optical telescope by
replacing each lens by a doublet (Fig. 20). It has to fulfil eight conditions:

- same object foci in both planes for the first doublet,

- same image foci in both planes for the second doublet,

- coincidence of the image foci of the first doublet with the object foci of the second doublet,

- given magnifications mx and my in the horizontal and vertical planes.

F, D2

1 li

r

h

F3D4

Is

'A

14

Fig. 20: Afocal telescope for charged particles.
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5. Optical modules

Eight variables are available: the four focal lengths and the four lengths of drift spaces
downstream of each lens. The length / of the entry drift space is taken as a scaling parameter
and all the parameters homogeneous to a length are normalized to I in the next formulae.

/1 = 2~ k-
(M2)/3)2

where the quantities a, b and c are

The focal lengths result from the following expressions:

/ 4 =

Although these expressions are complicated, they can be interpreted to give existence
conditions for the solutions, to explain the syntax of the BeamOptics function Telescope and to
discover a simple special case which will be discussed in the next section. First, for the length
/1 to be positive,/1 must be smaller than /.

_ fi
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

Fig. 21: Existence domain (black area) in the/1^/3 space for an afocal telescope.
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Moreover, the quantities a and b must have the same sign and the vertical magnification must
be positive; this implies the condition

illustrated in Fig. 21 where the black area is permitted for/3//. The form of the solution shows
that/! and/3 and not mx and my are the independent variables, this fact explains the syntax of
the function Telescope.

Telescope[fi,f3,opt] returns the beam line and the magnifications of a telescope of focal
lengths fi and/3 for the first and third quadrupoles. The option is FinalLength —> /, the length
of the first drift space (default value 1).

The value of the input focal lengths is generally guided by the magnifications that are wanted
(Fig. 22). It turns out that this type of telescope is very asymmetric, the horizontal
magnification is much greater than the vertical one; reversing the polarity of the quadrupoles
would make the vertical magnification larger.

m

0.5
1.5

Fig. 22: Variations of the horizontal (a) and vertical (b) magnifications as functions
of/3// and ft/I. The isolines for mx and my vary in the ranges (3.5, 7) and (0.1, 0.6)

from the left- to right-hand corner.

The telescope is applied to the final focus of a flat beam (/Jx = 0.1 m, /3y = 0.003 m) and the
^-functions are traced.
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t=Telescope[-.8,-4.1]

In [21: =
ch=BeamLine/.t;
chv=ToVertical[ch];
si=Sigma[{.1, .003},0];
g=BetaPlot[{ch,chv},

si,
{PlotStyle->Black,
PlotStyle->Gray}]

Show[g];

Out[l]=
{BeamLine ->
Channel[
SS[1],Q[-.8],
SS[1.77778], Q[2.22222],
SS[27.8704], Q[-4.1],
SS[.873746], Q[3.9138],
SS[18.3653]],

Magnification->{3.0278,42.0102}}

Out[61=

10 20 30
aim]

A doublet telescope is well adapted to flat beams. Round beams could be treated with triplet
telescopes since a triplet is, to some extent, equivalent to a single lens focusing in both planes
simultaneously (Section 5.1.2). A triplet telescope can thus be considered as the magnetic
device equivalent to an optical telescope.

5.3.2 Inversor

The parameters of a telescope become very simple (Fig. 23) when/3 and/j are related by the

expression

/3="
1

- / i .

F, D2 F2 D,

Fig. 23: A special telescope: the inversor.
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and can be written in terms of the horizontal magnification m:

Am
I -

m ~ 1
1 /F2 ~ -/D2 ~ Am

• / .

Moreover, the horizontal and vertical magnifications are inverse of one another, this is the
reason for the name of the module and it can be considered as a generalization of a Collins
insertion since it matches two identical FODO cells. The function is Inversor and there is no
difficulty in specifying the magnification as the input argument.

Inversor[m,opt] returns the beam line of an inversor of magnification m. The option is
FinalLength —> I, the length of the first drift space (default value: 1).

In the example, an inversor is placed between the mid points of the D and F quadrupoles of
a FODO cell to produce a phase shift of K with long free drift spaces. Assuming that the ratio

is equal to 1/4, the magnification of the inversor is set equal to 2.

chx=Inversor[2]

In [2]: =
chy=ToVertical[chx];
si=Sigma[{l,4}, 0];
g=BetaPlot[{chx,chy},

si,
{PlotStyle->Black,
PlotStyle->Gray}];

Show[g];

Out[l]=
C h a n n e l [

S S [ 1 ] , Q [ l / 3 ] , SSC1/8]
Q [ - 3 / 8 ] , S S [ 8 1 / 3 2 ] , Q [ 3 / 8 ] ,

Out [5] =

8

6

4

2

0

IK A
j \ /

\ /
Lf

1 2 3 4
s[m]
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5.4 Orbit manipulation

5.4.1 Local deformation of the central orbit

The reference orbit can be modified by extra fields which distort it in a variety of ways. The
theory of orbit perturbation will be treated in Chapter 6. The module presented here deals with
a classical orbit deformation usually referred to as an orbit bump because it concerns a limited
portion of the reference trajectory T. When the reference particle is deflected by an angle 0 at a
given position, it undergoes a betatron oscillation which intersects T every half-wavelength. A
second deflection equal or opposite to the first one will force the particle to return to T if it is
located an odd or an even multiple of half-wavelengths apart. The orbit deformation can also
be closed by inserting a third dipole when the end dipoles are in arbitrary positions. The
position of the perturbed orbit at a given point is controlled by the first magnets. If the orbit
angle has also to be adjusted, then a fourth dipole is necessary.

OrbitBump[ch,{{s1,...},{<j)^...}},{s,x},opt] returns the list of the graph of the orbit bump and
the deflections fa, ... located at s^, ... to produce an orbit deformation of amplitude x at the
position s. Any option opt of Plot is accepted.
OrbitBump[ch,x,xp,opt] returns the characteristics of an orbit bump with specified position
x and angle xp at the observation point.

An orbit bump of 1 m amplitude at 1 m from the origin is illustrated for a channel made of two
FODO cells of n/2 phase advance and 71/12 nominal deflection per dipole. The orbit deflectors
are first placed at the ends and two suffice to produce a bump.

ch=BeamLine/.
FODO[Sin[Pi/4],Pi/12,
DisplayFunction->Identity];

chl=Repeat[ch,1];
OrbitBump[chl,

{{0,2},{phil#phi2}},

{1,1},
PlotStyle->Black]

Out [3] =

1.4

1.2

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

position [m]

/

>

/
\

\

v\ \
0.5

slm]
1.5

{OpticsPlot-> Graphics,
phil ->1.33333, phi2 -> 1.33333}

In the second case, the angle is set to zero at the observation point and two extra deflections
and 04 are added to the second and fourth magnet.
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In[4]:=

OrbitBumpE
chl ,
{ { 0 , . 5 , 1 . 5 , 2 } ,
{phil,phi2,phi3,phi4}},

{1,1,0},

PlotStyle->Black]

Out[4]=

1.5

1.25

1

0.75

0.5

0.25

0
0

position [mm]

1
\

1
! \

I

0.5 1
s[m]

1.5

{OpticsPlot-> Graphics,
ph i l -> 5.28151, phi3 -> -4.37535,
phi4 -> 2.08963, phi2 -> 0.432777}

5.4.2 Dispersion suppressor

In a dispersion suppressor, the dispersion vector starts from some given value and becomes
(0,0) at the exit. Two equations have thus to be solved: one for the orbit dispersion and one for
its derivative. The unknowns of the problem are two bending angles or focusing strengths of
quadrupoles located in a region where the orbit dispersion is finite.

Whilst a local deformation of the reference orbit is a perturbation, a dispersion suppressor is a
module which matches the orbit dispersion between two regions using either dipoles or
quadrupoles. In the case of dipoles, the problem consists of solving a linear system of two
equations

where the orbit dispersion D and its longitudinal derivative D'are expressed at the last dipole
of the module. The variables (/>h (j>2 are two deflection angles. Such a structure affects the
geometry of the machine but, usually, does not alter the betatron motion significantly.
Geometry constraints can be taken into account by increasing the number of variables and
using the survey functions (Chapter 2). The problem can be stated in the same way when
quadrupoles are invoked to create the dispersion suppressor; analytic calculations are, however,
much more complicated because the system of equations is non-linear; furthermore, the
betatron motion is perturbed; the geometry is conserved and this may be an advantage. The
function DSuppressor, in the present version, applies to dipolar suppressors. The variables are
specified both in the beam line description and as input arguments. It is not indeed possible to
identify the variables as the only symbolic parameters of the line because the channel may be
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5. Optical modules

entirely symbolic as will be shown in the example. The output is similar to that of the betatron
matching functions.

DSuppressor[ch,dv,{x,y},opts] returns the properties of the dispersion suppressor defined by
the channel ch after solution of the proper system of equations with respect to the variables x
and y. The input DVector is dv. The properties are in the form of substitution rules for the
graph of the orbit dispersion (Optics Plot), the evaluated beam line (BeamLine) and the path
length (Path). The options opts are those of Plot.

A catalogue of dispersion suppressors based on FODO cells [21, 40] is established in Fig. 24.
The regular lattice is made of FODO cells with quadrupoles of focal length / and bending
magnets of deflection 0. The suppressor itself is placed downstream of the regular lattice and
consists of two cells of same focusing structure as the regular cell but modified bending angles
0j and 02 t 0 be evaluated as functions of/and 0. Configurations of special interest occur when
one of the deflection angles is zero or when both angles are equal. Some cell phase advances
are particularly simple: TI/2 or 7t/3, the others result from solutions of third- or fourth-degree
equations. When solutions are negative, they correspond to cells where F and D cells are
interchanged, this is the reason for the column type; the notations F-D and D-F apply to cells
whose first lens is focusing or defocusing respectively.
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5.4 Orbit manipulation

Scheme

1

F/2 B<

I f f . 1-4/2

0
1/2

4/2

1
1/2

jj. [n] type

1/3
1/2

F-D
F-D

l + 2 / - 2 4 / 2 - 8 / 3

2/(l-32/2)

0
0
0
1
1

8/)(l-6/-4/2+32/3)

2/(1-8/)
0
0

0.815301
0.613270

l + 2 / - 24/2 - 8/3 + 64/4

l + 2 / -16 / 2 )

1.29289
2.70711

l + 2 / -16 / 2 )

(l-32/2)

2.19635
-0.520463
2.29007

0
1
1

l + 2/-16/2)

1.75698
1.42723
0.815301
0.613270

8/3(l

l + 2/-16/2)

1.29289
2.70711

0.295892
0.774914
0.276844
0.570352
0.431476
0.376443

.376443

.431476
1/2
1/2

1/2
1/2

D-F
F-D
F-D
F-D
D-F
F-D

D-F
F-D
D-F
F-D

D-F
F-D

8/)(l-6/-4/2+32/3)

(1-32/2)

4/2(l

(l-32/2)

1

Fig. 24: Dispersion suppressors with special dipoles.
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5. Optical modules

The first scheme is taken as an example to show the principles of the calculation. In the first
part, the evaluation is fully symbolic and the special case of the 7t/3 phase advance per cell is
illustrated in the second part.

cell=PODO[f,phi,Cell0rigin->4];
ch=BeamLiiie/ .cell;
chl=ch/.phi->phil;
ch2=ch/.phi->phi2;
ch3=Compress@Join[chl,ch2];
dv=DVectorEnd/.cell;
DSuppressor[ch3,dv,{phil,phi2}]

Out[7]=
{OpticsPlot -> -Graphics-,
BeamLine -> Channel[
Q[2f] ,SS[ l /4 ] ,
Bend[phi-4fA2*phi],SS[l/4],
Q[-f] ,SS[ l /4 ] ,
Bend[phi-4fA2*phi],SS[l/4],
Q[ f] ,SS[ l /4 ] ,
Bend[4fA2*phi] ,SS[ l /4 ] ,

Q[-f] ,SS[ l /4 ] ,
Bend[4fA2*phi] ,SS[ l / 4 ] ,
Q[2f] ] ,
Path ->

(l-7f-4fA2+24fA3)phiA2/4

In[8]:=
r={phi->Pi/12,f->l/2};
ch4=ch3/.r;
dvl=dv/.r;
DSuppressor[ch4,dvl];

Out[ll]=

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.1

0
0

D(m]

^
\

\

j 1

\

! i

1 lv_LJ 1
Tv4_J

0.5 1
s[m]

1.5

{OpticsPlot -> -Graphics-,
BeamLine -> Channel[
Q[l] ,SS[l/4] ,Bend[0],
SS[l/4],Q[-l/2] ,SS[l/4],
Bend[0],SS[l/4] ,Q[l/2] ,
SS[l/4],BendfPi/12],SS[l/4],
Q[-l/2],SS[l/4] ,Bend[Pi/12],
SS[1/4],Q[1] ],
Path ->5 PiA2/1152}
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Chapter 6

First-order perturbations

In the perturbative theory of dynamical systems, it is usual to define new variables which
simplify the phase-space representation. In beam optics, the ellipses are converted into circles
using the Floquet transform [41]. The principles of a general perturbation treatment can then
be established. They are applied to the correction of particle trajectories, beam envelope, and
betatron tunes.

6.1 Floquet transformation

It has been seen in Section 4.1 that the betatron motion of a particle is

x(s) = «Jep(s) cos(fi(s)

The inconvenience of this representation lies in the expression of the derivative of x which is
fairly complicated. It is preferable to chose a new position

x

and the phase ji as the new variable of motion. The new velocity is then

The correspondence between old and new variables is the Floquet transformation defined at
each point of the reference trajectory by the matrix

F = V?
0
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6. First-order perturbations

such that

The old (x, x') and new (q, q) variables are usually referred to as the real and normalized
phase-space coordinates respectively. At a curvilinear abscissa s, each particle is represented
by a point and the ensemble of these points is the phase-space portrait of the beam or, more
briefly, the portrait of the beam. In the absence of a perturbation, the portrait is a disk of radius
Ve globally invariant along the reference trajectory T. Between two points of T of phase
advance ji\ and /^, the portrait rotates by fi{ - fly

6.2 First-order perturbation

An error field B of extension ds produces a local deflection

dx' = -Bds .
P

The application of the Floquet transformation to the vector (0, dx*) shows that the normalized
deflection is

This perturbation (Fig. 25) affects the amplitude r and the phase /u. of a particle of normalized
polar coordinates (r, jj).

Fig. 25: Representation of a field perturbation in the normalized phase space.
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6.3 Observing a perturbation

For an infinitesimal perturbation, the triangle of Fig. 25 is right-angled and the changes in
amplitude dr and in phase dji are given by

The above expressions are fully general. What is special to a first-order perturbation is the
property of superposition: the effect of several perturbations is the sum of the effects of
individual perturbations.

6.3 Observing a perturbation

When a beam is perturbed, its portrait is no longer a disk and its rotation along the reference
trajectory can be observed. In Fig. 26, the perturbation taken as an example is due to a
quadratic field:

B = 0.\x2

which gives a triangular shape to the portrait and is observed at a point located 7tl6 downstream
of the error field. A measurement can only be made on the position axis using a position
monitor or by intercepting the beam with a screen. When they are kicked by the error field, the
observed particles are located on the radius of angle -(fa-ftp where ^ and ji^ are the
respective phases of the monitor and of the field error as they are calculated with the function
MuAt.

Fig. 26: Observable phase portrait.
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6. First-order perturbations

The vertical bars of the figure join the observable phase-space points before and after the
perturbation. The particles represented by those points have a negative phase and their
amplitude decreases for a positive normalized kick. The change in amplitude is invariant in the
rotation between corrector and monitor and can be written

df] = drj = -sin \i\ - fij d<jj .

The measured phase is the difference

/*ij = J"i-Afr

For a positive kick, fij is increased and jUy is reduced by the amount

6.4 Periodic perturbation

There are several methods of dealing with a periodic motion. One of them has already been
used in Section 4.5 to study the periodic /? and D functions. Here, the method follows the
measurement of a beam position [42] using a monitor which either integrates a signal over a
large number of turns (closed orbit) or records the position signal at each passage (tracking). A
periodic structure is then considered as an unfolded transfer structure. If the betatron tune of a
period is Q, the phase advance of the monitor is increased by 2nQ at each period and the
expression of the amplitude perturbation becomes:

n=0

As will be seen in Sections 6.5 and 6.6 for special cases, the summation over n can be done
analytically via the geometric series:

N ,_ik(N+\)nQ
Y iknnQ _ 1 e

n l-eiknQ '

The integer k is related to the nature of the field. The N-dependent term at the right-hand side is

associated with oscillations about an average motion and will no longer be considered in the

following.
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6.5 Dipolar perturbation

If the betatron tune is irrational, the particle occupies all possible azimuths of the phase space
over a great number of turns. The mean value of the tune shift per kick divided by In is the
betatron tune shift:

N
oJknnQ _

Jk(N+l)jcQ

n=0

The summation over n can still be performed and it turns out that a first-order tune shift exists
only for even multipole fields such as quadrupole, octupole,... and depends on the amplitude r
except for the quadrupole (Section 6.6).

6.5 Dipolar perturbation

A dipolar perturbation creates a steering error in a transfer line and a closed-orbit distortion in
a circular machine. It displaces the entire portrait along the angle axis uniformly (Fig. 27).
Moreover, if the injection line is not tangent to the closed orbit of the receiving machine,
coherent oscillations occur in the ring and produce an emittance blow-up.

Fig. 27: Dipolar perturbation in the normalized phase plane.

The field errors may originate from pure magnetic defects like fluctuations of the excitation
curve from magnet to magnet or dedicated correction dipoles, or may be due to misalignments.
Magnetic errors are represented by dipole kicks in the various BeamOptics functions.
Misalignments (Fig. 28) are specified by options in beam line elements. The centre of the
magnet is the midpoint of the segment which joins the entry to the exit of the reference
trajectory.
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6. First-order perturbations

PositionError —» {Ax, Ay, Az} specifies horizontal (Ax), vertical (Ay) and longitudinal (AT)
displacements in a quadrupole (Q) or bending magnet (Bend).
AngleError -> {A9, A(|>, A\|/} specifies angular errors about horizontal (A&), vertical (A$) and
longitudinal (Ay/) axes in a quadrupole (Q) or bending magnet (Bend).

When several elements have position or angle errors, it is recommended to use the Listable
attribute of Q or Bend. Some of the elements may nevertheless have no errors, the right-hand
side of the rules PositionError and AngleError may then be {0, 0, 0} or None.

Random errors can be applied using the function Random. In the following example, random
position errors are applied uniformly between -5 and 5 mm. The quantity xerr is recalculated
at each call by delaying its evaluation with the notation :=. The notation = would maintain the
same errors for all elements.

xerr:={Random[],
Random[],
Random[]}/100-.005;

S=SS[1];
b=Bend[l,.3,

PositionError->xerr];
q=Q[.5,.3,PositionError->xerr]
Channel[s,b,s,g,s]

Out[5]=
Channel[SStl] ,
Bend[1, 0.3,

PositionError-> { 0.0016119,
-0.00104216,
0.00252584}],

Q[0.5,0.3,
PositionError-> { 0.000344635,

0.00461618,
-0.0032768}],

Fig. 28: Position and orientation errors.
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6.5 Dipolar perturbation

6.5.1 Transfer line

A dipolar perturbation does not depend on the position of the particle. The motion of the beam
is then defined by the position of the centre of gravity measured by electrostatic pick-ups or on
screens. The deflection produced by a thin magnet of integrated field (AB /)j is:

and the trajectory error at a monitor * due to m dipoles is

The step function S is equal to 0 or 1 for non-positive or positive values of the argument
respectively, it simply means that beam displacements can only be measured downstream of
the error fields. The ratio xjd^ is the element a-^ of a matrix given by the function
SteeringMatrix.

SteeringMatrix[ch, {Sjj, Sj2, ...},{SJI, s^,...}] returns the steering matrix of a beam line ch
containing dipoles and pick-ups at positions {s^, s-i2, •. •} and { îl? ̂ 2, ...} respectively.

In[l] := Out [6]= ~~~
{sl/S2}=SS[{l,2}]; { { 1 . 8 2 9 4 1 , 0 . 9 5 8 7 2 2 } ,
{qf,qd}=Q[l,{.5,-.5}]; {4.81876, 6.467470}}
ch=Channel[sl,qf,s2,qd, si];
sj={0,1.5};
si={2.5,6};
SteeringMatrix[ch,sj,si]

The misalignments do not influence the result of SteeringMatrix, but they do affect
SteeringAll, SteeringAt and SteeringPlot which compute and plot the trajectory in a line
perturbed by field errors.
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6. First-order perturbations

SteeringAU[ch,T1rack[x,x']] returns a list of track-vectors at the entrance of the elements and
at the end of the misaligned transfer line ch for initial conditions (x, x1). The input track-vector
can be omitted and is then assumed to be Track[0,0].
SteeringAH[ch, {s^ s2, . . . } , {o"i> 82, ...},Tjrack[x,x']] same as before but with extra dipole

kicks {<5t, b\, ...} at positions {si,s2, •••}•
SteeringAt[ch, TVack[x,x'], s] returns the track-vector at the distance s from the origin of the
misaligned transfer line ch for initial conditions (x, xO or (0, 0) by default. The default
distance s corresponds to the end of the line.
SteeringAt[ch, {s1? s2, ...}> {§1,82, ...},Ti*ack[x,x/],-s], same as before but with extra dipole
k i c k s {Si, b\,...} a t p o s i t i o n s [si,s2, • • • } .

SteeringPlot[ch, Track[x, x'], opts] plots the perturbed trajectory in the misaligned transfer
line ch with initial conditions (x, x*) or (0, 0) by default. The options opts are those of Plot.
SteeringPIotfch, {s1? s 2 , . . . } , {81? 82,...}> Track[x,x'], opts] same as before with extra dipole
k i c k s { S \ , 8 2 , • • • } a t p o s i t i o n s { s i , s 2 , • • . } •

{sl,s2}=SS[{l,.5}];

{PositionError->{.2,-.3,.1},
PositionError->{0, .2,-.2}}];

b=Bend[1.5,Pi/4.,
PositionError->{.2,-.l,0},
AngleError->{.l,-.3,.2}];

ch=Channel[sl,qf,s2,b,S2,qd] ;
SteeringAll[ch,Track[0,.5]]

In(6]:=
SteeringAt[ch,{.75},{.05}, 2.75]

In[7]: =
SteeringPlot[ch,{.75}, {.05},

AspectRatio->l]

Out[5]=
{Track[0,0.5],
Track[0.5,0.5],
Track[0.735707,0.436927],
Track[0.95417,0.436927],
Track[1.37821,0.0112254],
Track[1.38382,0.0112254],
Track[1.47695,0.365143]}

Out[6]=
Track[0.192761,0.13129]

Out[77=
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6.5 Dipolar perturbation

6.5.2 Closed orbit

Let us perform the summation over the number of turns n in the first expression of Section 6.4
rewritten in the following form

n m
Arx = I m ^ &xp(i27mQ)^

n=0 7=1

Using the expression of the constant part of the sum of a geometric series and after some
trigonometric manipulations, the closed-orbit distortion is expressed:

Keeping the same notations as for a transfer line, the matrix element a-^ of the closed-orbit
distortion

is given by the function ClosedOrbitMatrix.

CIosedOrbitMatrix[ch, {Sj1, Sj2, ...},{Si!, si2, . . -} , opt] returns the closed-orbit distortion
matr ix of a per iodic l ine ch conta in ing dipoles and pick-ups a t pos i t ions {s-^, SQ, •••} a n d

{sn,sl2, . . . } respectively.

In[l]:= Out[5]=
fd=N@FODO[Sin[Pi/6],Pi/12, {{1.25,.75},

DisplayFunction->Identity]; {1.25,.75}}
ch=BeamLine/.fd;
sj={.25,.75};
si={07.5};
ClosedOrbitMatrix[ch,sj,si]

The syntax of the functions related to the closed orbit is exactly the same as for a trajectory
defined by initial conditions but no track vector has to be entered since the boundary conditions
are periodic.
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6. First-order perturbations

CIosedOrbitAlI[ch] returns a list of track-vectors of the closed orbit at the entrance to the
elements and at the end of the misaligned period ch.

ClosedOrbitAU[ch, {s1>s2 . . . } , {§±, 52,...}] same as before with extra dipole kicks {Sh <%,
...} at positions {si,s2 •..}•
ClosedOrbitAt[ch, s] returns the track-vector of the closed orbit at the position s of the
misaligned period ch. The distance s can be omitted and corresponds then to the end of the
line.
CIosedOrbitAt[ch, {sl5 s2 . . . } , {§i, 82 , . . .} , s] same as before with extra dipole kicks {dh fy,
...} at positions { ĵ, s2 . . . } .
ClosedOrbitPIotfch, opts] plots the perturbed closed orbit in the misaligned period ch. The
options opts are those of Plot.
ClosedOrbitPIotfch, {sj, s2, ...},{8^ 62, . . . } , opts] same as before with extra dipole kicks
{<5j, b\,... 8n) at positions {s\,S2...sn}.

The example which illustrated steering errors is resumed for closed-orbit errors so that the
particle trajectories can be compared for different boundary conditions.

In[l] : =
{sl,s2}=SS[{l,.5}];
{qf,qd}=Q[.5/{.3,-.5},

{PositionError->{. 2,
PositionError->{0,

b=Bend[1.5,Pi/4.,
PositionError->{.2,
AngleError->{.1, -.

ch=Channel[sl,qf,s2,b,
ClosedOrbitAll[ch]

In[6]:=
ClosedOrbitAt[ch,{.75}

2.75]

-.3,-1},
.2,-.2}}];

-.1,0},
3,.2}];
s2,qdj;

,{.05},

Out[5]=
{Track[0.287301,0.0144055],
Track[0.301707,0.0144055],
Track[0.30503,-0.00119734],
TrackfO.304431,-0.00119734] ,
Track[0.3271,-0.05 80158],
Track[0.298092,-0.0580158],
Track[0.287301,0.0144055]}

Out[6]=
Track[0.48986,0.01036]

Out[7]=
In[7]:= .
ClosedOrbitPlot[ch,{.75},{.05},

AspectRatio->1]

position [mm]
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6.5 Dipolar perturbation

6.5.3 Coherent oscillations

When a beam is injected into a circular machine, the injection trajectory must be tangent to the
closed orbit to avoid dipolar or coherent oscillations. Assuming that the closed orbit has been
corrected, these oscillations are due to steering errors in the injection line. They can be
measured by observing two consecutive trajectories in the circular machine [43]. The particle
position is then the sum of the closed orbit JCJ0 which may not be strictly zero and of the
betatron oscillation:

The difference between the two turns eliminates the contribution of the closed orbit and can be
written:

The function OscillationMatrix returns the matrix of coefficients

/i \

s( JUJ -fij +n:Q\ .} cos( JUJ -

OscillationMatrix[line, {SJJ, Sj2,...}, ring, {SJJ, Sj2,...}, opt] returns the coherent oscillation
matrix of a circular machine ring fed by an injection line line. The correction dipoles are
located in line at positions {s^, j j 2 , . . . } . The monitors are located in ring at positions [s^, SQ,
. . . } . The positions are counted from the beginning of each machine. The origin of ring must
be the end of line.

In the next example, the injection line is a FODO cell whose bending magnets are omitted but
whose place could be occupied by septum and kicker magnets, this is the reason for the
positions 0.5 and 1 specified in the list sy The circular machine is made of 12 FODO cells and
the positions Sj are observed at each quadrupole. The output is given in short form but shows
that the matrix is (24, 2) because the abbreviation « 2 2 » means 22 rows.
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6. First-order perturbations

fdl=N@F0DO[Sin[Pi/7],
DisplayFunction->Identity];

chl=BeamLine/.fdl;
fd2=N@FODO[Sin[Pi/7],Pi/12,

DisplayFunction->Identity];
ch2=BeamLine/.fd2;
ch3=Repeat[ch2,11] ;
sj={.5, 1.};
si=Table[.25+.5(i-l),{i,24}];
OscillationMatrix[chl,ch3, s j , si]

Out[8]=
{ { - 1 . 0 9 9 8 8 , - 1 . 7 5 1 3 8 } ,
« 2 2 » ,
{ - 0 . 9 6 7 8 4 1 , - 0 . 6 6 2 2 7 } }

6.6 Quadrupolar perturbation

A quadrupolar perturbation affects the beam envelope and the mean value of the phase
variation. Two special cases are considered: the matching of a beam between two machines and
the linear tune shift of a ring.

6.6.1 Betatron matching

A quadrupolar perturbation is a linear function of the position and for a thin lens, it is given by:

and the beam portrait is transformed into an ellipse (Fig. 29).

Fig. 29: Quadrupolar perturbation in the normalized phase plane.
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6.6 Quadrupolar perturbation

The position Xj of the test particle in the quadrupole phase plane

After substituting the perturbation into the general expression of the amplitude variation, one
gets the expression

which is usually interpreted in terms of a local variation of the /J-function. As the particle
amplitude is proportional to the square root of the /3-function,

r 2

In a similar way, the phase variation is

and the oscillatory part can be associated with a change of the a-function since

One application of these expressions concerns the betatron matching between two machines
[44]. In order to avoid a beam blow-up, the a-vector O\ obtained by tracking through the
injection line must be equal to the cr-vector C7p characteristic of the periodic machine. The
horizontal and vertical motion are coupled and the error vector has four components at a given
monitor:

flh.Ppi

a
h oh

h Mi ~ Ppi
pi oh

Ppi

*pi ov
Ppi
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6. First-order perturbations

Quadrupolar kicks in the transfer line affect each of the coefficient of a w-vector. They are
expressed in irf1. For n observations and m correctors, the correction matrix returned by the
function MatchingMatrix has m columns and In rows. The matrix elements are:

for the /?- and a- related coefficients respectively and for a given plane; they are opposite for

the other plane.

MatchingMatrix[ch, crh, <j^ {Sjj, Sj2, ...}>{sl\, sj^,...}, {s^, s^, . . .}] returns the matching
matrix of a transfer line ch terminated at a point of reference <7-vectors o^ and <JV. The
correcting quadrupoles are located at positions {.ŝ , ^j2 , . . . } . The horizontal and vertical
monitors are respectively located at positions { J | J , s^2,...},{ 2, • • • } •

In[l] :=
{sl,s2}=SS[{l,2}];
{qf,qd}=Q[l,{.5,-.5}];
ch=Channel[sl,qf/s2,qa,sl];
sj={1.5,6};
si={6};
{sh,sv}=Sigma[10.5,(.5,-.5)];
MatchingMatrix[ch,sh,sv,sj,si, si]

Out[7]=
{{

{

-36 .089,
73.6606,

{-2.74289,

0 .
1 0 .
0 .

} ,
} ,
} ,

{-2.16442, -10.}}

6.6.2 Tune shift

In a periodic machine, the sum of the constant terms
by each quadrupolar kick (Ak f)j gives a tune shift

m m

in
.=1

of the phase perturbation produced

The horizontal and vertical tune shifts are the components of an error vector (AQ^, AQV), and
the correction matrix which connects the tune shifts with the quadrupolar kicks is given by the
function TuneMatrix. The correction quadrupoles are put in regions where the values of (3^ and
j3v axe as different as possible to ensure an efficient decoupling of the two planes.

TaneMatrix[ch, {si, s2,...}] returns the tune correction matrix of a periodic machine ch with
correcting quadrupoles located at positions {s1? si,...} •
TtoneMatrixtch, {{s^, Sj^,...},{ s2i, S22> •••}]] returns the tune correction matrix for strings
of quadrupoles located at positions {{s\\,si2, •••}•> {•J'2i>iS22> •••}»•••}•
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6.7 The Micado solver

The matrix created in the next example can be used to adjust the horizontal and vertical tunes
of a FODO cell to different values by varying the integrated focusing strengths in m~l of the
QF and <2D quadrupoles.

_ _ _ _ _ _____

fd-FODO[Sin[Pi/4], {{ 0 .135847 , 0 . 0 2 3 3 0 7 7 } ,
DisplayFunction->Identity]; {-0.0233077,-0.135847 }}

ch-BeamLine/.fd;
s={l/4,3/4};
TuneMatrix[ch,s]

If a machine is made of repetitive cells, all the F-type quadrupoles and all the D-type
quadrupoles may be in series. The second syntax of TuneMatrix has then to be applied.

_ _ _ _ _ ______

fd-FODO[Sin[Pi/7], {{ 1.75135 , 0.691455},
Di_playF_nction->_dentity]; {-0.691455,- 1.75135}}

ch-Beamliine/. f d;
chl-Repeat[ch,11];
sF=Table[.25+i-l,{i,12}];
sD=Table[.75+i-l,{i,12}] ;
TuneMatrix[chl,{sF,sD}]

6.7 The Micado solver

Any first-order perturbation defined by a vector b of n observations is amenable to the solution
of a linear system characterized by a matrix A with n rows and m columns. Each column
describes the effect of one of the m correctors on the n observables. As, in general, m is
different from n, the matrix A cannot be inverted and even if it was square, experimental
imperfections may make an exact inversion very dangerous by leading to exceedingly high and
non-physical corrections. It is thus preferable to get an iterative solution based on least-squares
theory. This is the Micado procedure which was originally developed for closed-orbit
corrections [45, 46] but can be applied in a great variety of contexts.

At the k-th iteration, A is reduced to a matrix Ak which contains k columns of A. The k-l first
columns of Ak are determined by the previous iterations and the fc-th one is selected out of the
n-k+l remaining columns of A; there are thus n-k+l matrices Ak. The correction vector xk has
k non-zero components, its components are calculated so that the residual vector

rk = Ax/r +b

has a minimum norm. A classical property of least-squares theory states that xk is expressed by:
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6. First-order perturbations

where Gk is the pseudo-inverse matrix of Ak:

A table Tk of the minimum norms of rk is set up and the correction x l corresponding to the
smallest element of Tk is selected.

At the first iteration, the sub-matrices Aj are single columns, dot products become scalar
products and the inverse of a matrix is replaced by the inverse of a number. The result contains
a single corrector k\ and its correction x^l, the residual vector r\ and its norm

In the notation x-^l, ky is not a power but a superscript.

At the second iteration, the corrector fcj is kept but its correction x l is still a variable. A new
selection is performed out of the m-\ remaining columns and each A2 sub-matrix has two
columns. The norm of rk is minimized with respect to x l and xk and a new table T2 of m-1
norms is produced. The correction x 2 corresponding to the smallest element of T2 is chosen.
The result of the second iteration is then:

khx2\k2,x2
 2,r2,

The process can be pursued up to the last corrector and the last iteration returns:

(h xkl kn xkl k xkm r \\r ifl

Micado[a, b, iter, opt] returns a graph of the norms and the list of the Micado solutions of a
linear system of matrix a and error vector b for iter iterations. The option opt is Variables with
which variables can be given a name.
Variables -> {"varj", "var2",...). Default: {1,2, . . .}.

The example of application of Micado concerns the beam steering in a line ch made of three
FODO cells. The trajectory errors are assumed to be due to a momentum error and to an error
of alignment of the quadrupoles. The position of the quadrupoles is contained in the list sc and
the monitors 0m) are located 20 cm downstream of the quadrupoles. The list dm contains the
orbit dispersion at the monitors. The test trajectory b$ is generated with random numbers. The
momentum error can thus be obtained using MomentwnError.
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6.7 The Micado solver

pi=N[Pi];
fd=FODO[Sin[pi/4],pi/10,

CellLength->4,
DisplayFunction->Identity];

{chO, dv}={BeamLine,
DVectorEnd}/.fd;

ch=Compress@Repeat[chO, 2];
sc=Table[2 i-l,{i,6}];
sm=sc+.2;
rd=DVector[d_,dp_]->d;
dm=DVectorAt[ch,dv,sm]/.rd;
bO=Table[Random[],{i,6}]*.01;
dp=MomentumError[bO, dm]

Out [10] =
.00274054

The momentum error is related to the mean value of the trajectory errors and the oscillatory
part of the trajectory which is relevant to dipolar corrections is b. The correction is produced by
displacement of the quadrupoles and is measured in radians. The correction matrix a is given
by SteeringMatrix.

In[11]:=
b=bO-dm*dp;
a=SteeringMatrix[ch,sc,sm]

0ut[12]=
{{ 1.36,0,0,0,0,0},
{ 2.69,1.48,0,0,0,0},
{ 5.79,5.06,1.41,0,0,0},
{ 1.28,1.78,2.18,0.4,0,0},
{-1.36,1.19,6.45,1.88,1.3 6,0},
{-2.69,-1.48,1.82,.84,2.69,

1.48}}

The triangular shape of the matrix is typical of a steering matrix. The first corrector represented
by the first column affects all the monitors whilst the other correctors cannot act on the
upstream monitors. All the data are now ready for a correction whose graphics output will be
given only in a first stage. The full iterative process is requested by setting the iteration number
to 6.

In [13]: =
xsMicado[a,b,6]

Out[13]=

0.000035

0.00003

0.000025

S 0.00002

| 0.000015

0.00001

5x10-*
0

2 3 4
Iteration
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6. First-order perturbations

The norm of the residual vector is substantially reduced at the third iteration. The content of
the solution is provided by the third element of x.

In [14] : =
x3=x[[3]]

Out[14]=
{Correction->
{1 ->-.0029, 3->-.0037, 2->.O12

ResidualVector->
{-.00023, .000025, -.00044,
-.001 , .00096 , -.0019 },

Norm-> .00000594}

The residual vector is compared with the initial trajectory in the next table.

In[15]:=
r3=ResidualVector/.x3;
gl=ListPlot[bO,

PlotStyle->PointSize[.03]];
g2=ListPlot[r3] ,

PlotStyle->PointSize[.04]];
Show[gl,g2,

Frame->True,
FrameLabel->{"Monitor",

"Position",

Out[18]=

0.008

P
os

it
io

n

0

-0.002

*

*

6

*

2

•

m

3 4
Monitor

•

5

0

•

6

6.8 Large-scale applications

All the functions have so far been illustrated on small beam lines for reasons of clarity. In fact,
BeamOptics can be and has been applied to large machines. As an example, the ABS
architecture will be sketched. The ABS system is indeed a set of application programs
dedicated to monitoring the transverse phase space [47, 48]. The data are stored in an Oracle
database and split into three categories: the nominal parameters, the observation elements, and
the correction elements. The communication between the database and BeamOptics is
activated by the command Install through the two-way communication protocol MathLink
which links a Mathematica command to one of the three C programs: SelectOptics,
SelectCorrectors and SelectMonitors located in the same directory as BeamOptics.

SelectOptics["beam line"] retrieves the nominal optics parameter of beam line from the
database and formats them in a table with as many rows as elements and as many columns as
parameters. There are ten parameters in the present version: the name of the element, its
symbol (SS, Q or Bend), the length of the curved trajectory, the deflection angle, the focusing
strength and its first and second derivatives, the angles of the normal to the upstream and
downstream faces with the reference trajectory and the tilt:
name symbol I [m] <t> [rad] K [nT2] 2T [nT3] iC'lnf4] 9{ [rad] 62 [rad] T[rad].
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6.8 Large-scale applications

The table is further transformed into a Channel object with the BeamOptics command
ToChannel.

ToChannel[data] converts the data table prepared by the database into a BeamOptics
channel.

Here, the beam line "PSB-PR-R3" joins the linac to the third of the four booster rings and its
optics applies to proton injection, this is the reason for the presence of PR in the name of the
beam line. The same line might have a different optics for heavy ions.

In[l]:= Out[2]=
prog={"SelectOptics", {LinkObject pSelectOpti.es \ 11,8],

"SelectCorrectors", LinkObject pSelectCorrectors\ 12,
"SelectMonitors"}; 10],

Install/@prog LinkObject pSelectMonitors\ 13,
11]}

In[3] :-
opdata=SelectOptics["PSB-PR-R3"]; {{SSLT.QFN10,SS,

1.983,0, 0,0,0,0,0,0},
{ LT.QFN10, Q,
0.255,0,3.93,0,0,0,0,0},

«42»}

In[4] := Out[4] =
ch=ToChannel[opdata] Channel[SS[1.98 3 ] ,

Q[0.255,3.93] ,
« 4 2 » ]

Once the contact with the database has been established and the reference optics defined, the
process for creating the correction matrix can be started.

SeIectCorrectors["beam line", "correction"] selects the correctors of beam line and
returns a table with one row per monitor and two columns: one for the corrector name and the
other for the position of corrector centre. The correction type correction is HSteering,
VSteering or Matching for horizontal and vertical steering and envelope matching
respectively.
SelectMonitors["beam line", "correction"] selects the monitors of beam line for a given
correction.

The application is clearly not limited to matrix generation. As soon as the machine has a
Channel form, all information on betatron oscillations and orbit dispersion can be obtained
numerically and plotted.
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6. First-order perturbations

In[5] : =
{conames, copos}=
TransposeSSelectCorrectors[
"PSB-PR-R3","HSteering"];

In[7J: =

{monames, mopos}=
Transpose@SelectMonitors[
"PSB-PR-R3","HSteering"];

In[8]:=
SteeringMatrix[ch, copos, mopos]

Out[6]=
{{LT.DHZ10, LT.DHZ20, « 7 » } ,

{1.54 , 16.86 , « 7 » } }

Out[7]=
{{LT.UMA10, LT.UMA20, « 6 » } ,
{0.54 , 11.86 , «6»}}

Out[8]=

{{ 1. , 0 , 0 , 0,

{-2.34912, 3.91467, 0 , 0,

{-1.91728, 3.40542, 0.5995, 0,
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Mathematica elements

This chapter is intended to introduce the BeamOptics user to some of the features of the
Mathematica language so that the notations used in the various examples can be correctly
interpreted. To create new functions in BeamOptics requires more familiarity with the
programming language [49]. The source code of BeamOptics being available, a new function
can, in general, be written by editing an existing function.

A.I Opening a BeamOptics session

The BeamOptics package can be opened from within a Mathematica session like any other
package of the Mathematica library by typing

<< BeamOptics"Beam0ptics98"

It calls Geometrica automatically and all the functions of BeamOptics and Geometrica are then
available. This procedure assumes that the source programs BeamOptics98.m and
Geometrica97.m have been stored in the directories AddOns_Applications_BeamOptics and
AddOns_Applications_Geometrica respectively of the Mathematica package.

A.2 Functions

The Mathematica language is based on functions. Their syntax is presented first, then two
numerical functions and the very important technique of grouping objects in lists using the List
function are briefly described.

A.2.1 Syntax

The mathematical function f(x) is written

f [x]
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The operator / i s the head of the function and the variable x is the argument. A function may
have several argumentsx,y,... and is then written

It is a good, yet not mandatory, naming rule to give/an explicit name starting with a capital
letter. For instance, the operator of a bending magnet is called Bend. If the operator is well
described by a composite name, the convention consists of writing the first letter of each name
with a capital letter like in MatchingMatrix.

The arguments may be atoms like a real number, symbols or functions. The drift space

SS[1]

has an atomic argument: its length. The beam line

C h a n n e l [ S S [ 1 ] , Bend [((>], S S [ 1 ] , Q [ f ] ]

has functional arguments.

A.2.2 Polymorphic definitions

It may happen that the same function has several definitions. It is then said to be polymorphic.
A quadrupole may be a single lens of focal length/and is then written

QCf]

or an element of finite length / and focusing strength k with the definition

, k]

The definitions are distinguished by the number or the head of arguments. This is the realm of
pattern recognition which will be encountered again in rule processing (Section A.4.4).

A.2.3 Numerical values

A number of numerical functions are available in Mathematica to find the roots of equations,
the minimum of functions, or the solutions to a differential equation. Two only will be
presented here: N and Chop. A symbol s is converted into a real number with

N[S]

In[l] := Out[l] =
N[Pi] 3.14159

It is essential in purely numerical calculations to take the numerical value of the symbolic
constants to speed up the computing time. Sometimes, because of rounding errors, a result r
which should be zero has a small but finite value,
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chop[r]

restores 0. Such a reduction is indispensable when a result which should be real has a small
imaginary term.

_ _ _ _ _ _______

Chop[l + I * 0 . 1 10*-16] 1

A.2.4 Lists

In many circumstances, one has to manipulate a large number of elements. The construction of
a beam line is an example of such a situation. The user is then greatly helped by the technique
of list processing. A list of objects a, b, ... is the function

List[a, b, . . . ]

It is abbreviated with the equivalent notation

{a, b, . • . }

The n-th element of a list / is obtained with the function

Part[l, n]

or, in abbreviated form,

A.2.5 Evaluation of a function

The standard evaluation procedure in Mathematica consists of evaluating the arguments before
the function itself. This may create a problem for polymorphic definitions when one or several
arguments have an operator which directs the evaluation towards a specific process. This is the
case for instance of the function FODO which may have a focal length or a phase advance as
argument. Both types are scalar. The distinction is introduced by submitting the phase advance
H through Sin[(j/2]. The sine must, however, not be evaluated in order to make the
discrimination between the two syntaxes effective. The difficulty is resolved by assigning the
attribute HoldAll to the symbol FODO; the evaluation of the arguments at the time the function
is called is thus inhibited.

A.3 Operators

It is well known that the variable of a function can be replaced by any value, thus the reason for
the name 'variable'. Much less familiar but basic in functional programming is the portability
of the operator which can be manipulated independently of the variables.
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A. 3.1 Mapping

An operator/mapped onto a function g[x, y, ...] returns g\f[x],f\y], . . . ] . The operation is
performed using

M a p [ f , g [ x , y , . . . ] ]

abbreviated to

f / @ g [ x , y , . . . ]

Very often, but not necessarily, g is List. A concise way of generating three drift spaces of
lengths 1, 2 and 3 by mapping is shown in the next example.

_ _ _ _ _ _____

SS/@{1,2,3} { S S [ 1 ] , S S [ 2 ] , S S [ 3 ] }

A.3.2 Coupling

When an operator / acts on more than one argument, the generalization of Map is Thread
which couples/to the lists of arguments according to the following axioms:

Thread[f[{xhx2,...},a]]={f[xl,a],f[x2,a],...}

Bending magnets of lengths 1, 2, 3 and deflection angles 7t/24, TXIYL, Ttl2A are created with
Thread in the next example.

In[l] : =
Thread[Bend[{1,2, 3}, {1, 2, 1} Pi/24]]

Out[l]=
{Bend[l
Bend[3,

,Pi/24],
Pi/24]}

Bend[2,Pi/12] ,

A.3.3 The attribute 'Listable'

In practice, the action of Map and Thread can be hidden by giving an operator the attribute
Listable. This is done for most of the BeamOptics functions and the previous examples have to
be considered as a pedagogical introduction. The same elements are actually created in a more
straightforward way by wrapping the lists in the operators.

= Out[l] =
SS[{1,2,3}] { S S [ 1 ] , S S [ 2 ] , S S [ 3 ] }

In[2]:= Out[2]=
Bend[{l,2,3},{Pi/24,Pi/12,Pi/24}] {Bend[l,Pi/24], Bend[2,Pi/12],

Bend[3,Pi/24]}
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A.3.4 Application

The operator g of a function g[x, y, ...] can be replaced by a new operator/using

A p p l y [ f , g [ x , y , . . . ] ]

abbreviated to

f @ @ g [ x , y , . . . ]

A beam line is transformed into the list of its elements in the next example.

= Out[l] =
List@@Channel[SS[l],Q[f]] { S S [ 1 ] , Q [ f ] }

A.3.5 Composition

Two or more operators/, g, ... are composed with

C o m p o s i t i o n [ £ f g , . . . ]

abbreviated to

f @ g @ . . .

A bending magnet is converted into a beam line by composing Channel and Bend.

In[l] := Out [1] =
Channel@Bend[l. phi] Channel[Bend[1, phi]]

A.3.6 Purefunction

The pure function is the generalization of the concept of operator. It is obtained by replacing a
variable by a slot # and terminating the expression by &. The technique can be applied each
time the name of the variable is irrelevant. It can thus be used to transform a function of two
variables into a function of one variable when the other variable is constant within a certain
context. It also avoids the specification of the variable in a calling statement. This is precisely
what happens when BeamOptics returns functions. The notion of pure function is illustrated
with the rectangle function:

f(x)=\ if* e [0,1]

The Mathematica function Which switches the evaluation of / in the various intervals
automatically.
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= Out[l]

f=Which[#<O,0,0<=#<=l,l,#>l,O]&; 1

f [ . l ]

In[2]:= Out[2]
f [2] 0

A.4 Rules

Rules are used to designate the optional arguments of a function and to name results.

A.4.1 Syntax

The full form of a rule is

Rule[lhs,rhs]

always abbreviated as

lhs -> rhs

It assigns the expression rhs at the right-hand side to the symbol Ihs at the left-hand side when
the rule is invoked (Section A.4.4). The two signs '-' and '>' can be replaced by an arrow using
the palettes of Mathematica 3.0.

A.4.2 Options

A function may have an arbitrary number of optional arguments which are always the last
arguments of the function. This is the case for instance when a graph has to be customized. The
argument

PlotStyle -> Blue

at the end of a Plot function forces the curve to be plotted in blue. If the options of a symbol
have to be permanently modified, it is recommended to use

SetOptions[s, optx -> a, opt2 -> b, . . . ]

For this document, for instance, the options of OpticsColors have been redefined in the
following way to get black and white figures:

SetOptions[GraphicsColors, BeamH ->Black, BeamV->GrayLevel[.7],
BetaH ->Black, BetaV->GrayLevel[.7],
Dispersion -> GrayLevel[.4],
MuH ->Black, MuV->GrayLevel[.7]]
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A.4.3 Results

The functions of the optical modules return a list of properties. Each property is given a name
via a rule. This technique clarifies the output and provides a mechanism to use the result in a
further calculation (Section A.4.4). The optical structure of a module is, for instance, given by

Beaxnliine -> Channel [ . . . ]

A.4.4 Replacement

Labelling a result is not the only virtue of a rule. The result can be resumed in a new
calculation using a replacement statement:

ReplaceAll[lhs, rule]

or

lhs/.rule

The argument rule may be a single rule or a list of rules; the right-hand side is transferred to
the left-hand side only when the argument Ihs matches the left-hand side of the rule. This
process of pattern recognition is illustrated by the construction of a beam line. Let us assume
that a FODO cell and a dispersion suppressor have to be assembled. The output of the function
FODO (Section 5.1.1), is a list of rules that we call/d. In the same way, the properties of the
dispersion suppressor are contained in the list ds returned by DSuppressor (Section 5.4.2). The
full beam line is obtained by joining the beam line of the FODO cell

chl = BeamLine / . f d

with the beam line of the dispersion suppressor

ch2 = BeamLine / . ds

using the function Join (Section 1.4.6)

ch = Join[chl, ch2]

A.5 Procedure

Several statements are, in general, necessary to produce a useful result and the intermediate
steps do not need to be printed. A procedure is a sequence of statements separated by a
semicolon which prevents the intermediate evaluations from being printed. The three
statements of Section A.4.4 become a procedure when they are written:

chl = BeamLine /. fd;
ch2 = BeamLine /. ds;
ch = Join[chl, ch2].
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Each statement has a number automatically recorded by Mathematica. This feature is
systematically used in the examples of the present report to associate input and output of a
procedure.

A.6 Graphics

The link of BeamOptics with Geometrica affects the rendering of the graphics in a way which
is usually acceptable and even necessary but may also have to be modified.

The legends are written in Times Italic and not in Courier. The background is sometimes turned
to Gray, It can be customized in any graphics function, those containing the word Plot, using
the option:

Background -> color

where color can be a natural colour such as White, Black, etc. The aspect ratio is 1/
GoldenRatio in Mathematica but changed to Automatic in Geometrica to respect the true form
of geometric objects so that a circle, for instance, appears as a circle and not as an ellipse. In
some applications, the graph generated by BeamOptics may look too thin in either the
horizontal or the vertical direction, this can be improved by using the option:

AspectRatio -> k

where k is any number; as a trial, one can set k to 1. Each element of a channel is delimited by
a vertical grid line. For densely populated channels, the grid lines may make the graph too
heavy, they can be suppressed using:

GridLines -> None

For reports, scientific papers, or Web applications, it is often useful to keep the graph in a
special format (Encapsulated PostScript, GIF, etc.); the Mathematica command to be invoked
is then

Display["file name",graph,"format"]

Storage of the graph g of a /?-plot in the file Figurel.ps in encapsulated PostScript (EPS) is
obtained by typing the procedure

g = BetaPlot[ch, a ] ;
Display ["Figurel.ps",g, "EPS"]
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Chromatidty, 64, 73, 75
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classical particle radius, 58
closed orbit, 47, 101

ClosedOrbitAll, 102
ClosedOrbitAt, 102
ClosedOrbitMatrix, 101
ClosedOrbitPlot, 102

coasting beam, 60
coherent oscillations, 103
Collins insertion, 65, 77, 87
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Colours, 10, 11
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Composition^ 17
Compress, 6
cooling, 54
coordinates,

cartesian, 14,21,22,41
curvilinear, 19, 20, 43
local, 14
polar, 41

correlation, 33, 107
Coulomb interaction, 58
coupling of lists, 116
Courant and Snyder

invariant, 42, 56
theory, 41

crossover, 74, 77, 79, 81
CriticalAngle, 39
CriticalEnergy, 39
CumulativeLength, 15
CumuIativeLengthAU, 15

B
damping factors, 55
deflection angle, 3, 15, 64, 67, 73, 88, 89

Deflection, 68
S-function, 24
Dispersion, 12
dispersion suppressor, 89

DSuppressor, 90
dispersion vector, 31

DPlot, 32
DVector, 32
DVectorAIl, 32
DVectorAt, 32
DVectorEnd, 50, 52, 64, 69, 73
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along reference trajectory, 15
along off-momentum trajectory, 34, 50,

52, 64, 67, 73
doublet, 76
Draw, 10
drift space, 1, 13, 24, 26, 74, 76, 79
DropChannel, 7

edge effect, 2, 23, 26, 48
Edge, 3, 6
EdgeDown, 3

EdgeUp, 3
hard, 21

electrostatic pick-up, 99
ellipse, 43, 45
EmissionRate, 39
emittance, 42, 53, 54, 55, 57, 60

EmittanceH, 56
EmittanceV, 56

EnergySpread, 56
equation of motion,

reference trajectory, 21
paraxial trajectory, 22, 23, 41

equipotential lines, 20
error

angle, 98
field, 97
gradient, 104
position, 98
random, 98

evaluation of a function, 115
Expand, 6

F
field

errors, 97, 98, 99, 101, 104
transverse, 20
solenoidal, 23

FinalLength, 73, 75, 77, 85
Floquet transformation, 93
focal length, 2, 25, 26, 30,49, 61,65, 71, 75, 76,

79, 81, 83, 86
FocalLength, 30

focus, 30, 43
Focus, 30,71
image, 30, 83
object, 30, 83

focusing strength, 22,49,110
FODO cell, 61, 65, 67, 81, 91,115
function, 113
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Lorentz factor, 35, 57
Twiss parameter, 42, 65,77, 79

r-function, 37
geometry, 13
Geometrica, v, 10, 120
graphics, 10, 120
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GridLines, 120
growth rate, 57, 58

half period, 33,51,68
HalfPeriod, 52

helix, 25
hyperbola, 20
hyperbolic functions, 25
hypergeometric functions, 37

impact parameter, 58
InsertChannel, 7
insertion, 65, 74
Install, 110
intra beam scattering, 57

IBS, 60
inversor, 86

Inversor, 87
ion, 60

Ion, 60
isochronicity, 67

IsoHalfPeriod, 68
IsoPeriod, 68

Join, 7

lattice, 6
LEAR, 33, 54
least squares theory, 107
lens, 2,10, 61,71, 74,76, 79, 81, 82, 89, 104
LEP, 39
lepton, 60

Lepton, 60
LHC, 60
list, 115
Listable, 116
Lorentz force, 19, 21

-p insertion, 74, 76, 79, 83

M
magnet

poles, 20
kicker, 103
length, 21
position, 13
rectangular, 2, 3, 26, 27
sector, 2,3, 25, 27
septum, 4, 103

magnification, 82, 87
Map, 116
MatchingDoublet, 77
MatchingLens, 75
MatchingMatrix, 106
MatchingTriplet, 79
Mathematica, v, 1, 10, 113
MathLink, 110
MeanEnergy, 39
Micado, 108
Mirror, 6
missing magnets, 67, 91

MissingMagnet, 68
momentum, 21, 22, 60

compaction, 34
distribution, 52, 53
error, 31, 33, 34, 48, 52, 53, 108
MomentumError, 33
vector, 19, 21

\i (betatron phase advance), 42, 43, 46, 63, 65,
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MuAU, 47
MuAt, 47
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MuPlot, 47
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N

noise, 55
norm,

D-vector, 33
error vector, 107

numerical value, 114
N, 114

Q

operator, 1,115
application, 117
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mapping, 116
coupling, 116
composition, 117

optical telescope, 82
optics,

colours, 10, 11
OpticsColors, 11
graph, 30, 50, 52, 65, 66, 69, 70, 73, 76,

80, 82, 86, 87, 88, 92
OpticsPlot, 30, 50, 52, 65, 66, 69, 70,
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modules, 61
style, 10
OpticsStyle, 10

options, 10, 11,63,118
Oracle database, 110
orbit,

bump, 88
dispersion, 19, 31, 50, 52, 55, 59, 64,
69,73
length, 34, 67
off-momentum, 24, 32
OrbitBump, 88
vertical, 9

OscillationMatrix, 103

parabola, 43
particle

Particle, 60
number per bunch, 58
number in a beam, 36
position, 21
speed, 19, 34
steering, 99, 103
tracking, 28

photon, 36, 55
path length, 34, 67

Path, 35, 64, 69, 73, 92
period, 47, 61, 65, 67, 71, 96

Period, 50
perturbation

dipolar, 97
first order, 93
quadrupolar, 104

phase amplitude formalism, 41
phase space, 28, 43, 94, 95, 97, 104
PhotonDistribution, 39
Planck constant, 56

Plot, 71, 120
PlotStyle, 12
polymorphic definition, 114
Power Distribution, 39
principal planes, 30
procedure, 119
pseudo-inverse matrix, 108
pure function, 117

Q
quadrupole, 1, 20, 25

Q,2
quarter wavelength transformer, 81
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1
radius of curvature, 34, 35
Random, 98
real space, 28, 43
reference

system, 13, 19
trajectory, 13, 15, 20, 21, 29, 32, 53

Repeat, 7
replacement, 119

ReplaceAH, 119
resonance, 67

Resonance, 68
ResonanceRange, 68

revolution period, 34
rule, 118

s
sagitta, 5
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scaling parameter,

deflection, 62, 68, 90
cell length, 62, 65, 68, 90
final length, 73, 74, 76, 85, 87

scattering integrals, 59
SelectCorrectors, 111
SelectMonitors, 111
SelectOptics, 110
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SigmaAU, 44
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SigmaAt, 44
SigmaEnd, 50, 52, 64, 66, 69, 73, 75, 78

SplitChannel, 8
stability condition, 48
SS, 1
Steering All, 100
SteeringAt, 100
SteeringMatrix, 99
SteeringPlot, 100
step function, 99
straight line, 19,26
survey vector, 14

Survey, 14
SurveyAH, 16
SurveyAt, 16
SurveyPlot, 17

symmetry conditions, 51
synchrotron radiation, 35, 55

SynchrotronDamping, 56
SynchrotronEnergyLoss, 36
SynchrotronPower, 39
SynchrotronRadiation, 39

time, 21, 34, 55, 57
time constants

intra beam scattering, 57
synchrotron radiation, 55

ToChannel, 111
ToEllipse, 45
To Vertical, 9
trace of a matrix, 48, 57
track vector, 28, 29

Track, 28
TrackAll, 29
TrackAt, 29
TrackPlot, 29

trajectory, 19
transfer matrix, 23, 43, 48

TransferMatrix, 27
TransferMatrixAll, 27

transformer, 80, 81
transition energy, 67
triplet, 50, 52, 71, 79
trombone, 65
TuneMatrix, 106
Tunes, 50, 52, 64, 66, 69, 73

TakeChannel, 7
TauH, 56
TauL, 56
TauV, 56
telescope, 78, 82
thin element, 2, 3, 10, 24, 97
tilt, 3, 15

Tilt, 3

V

Variables, 108
velocity of light, 58
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